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Abimanyu: a drama that depicts a story from the Mahabharata, the Hindu 
epic. Abimanyu is also a character in the Mahabharata. 
agung: literally, "big. II is also a name or title. 
alang alang: a special type of long, very tough broad grass used for 
thatching. 
alu: crocodile 
anal< agung: title approximately the equivalent of princess or prince 
angklung: a small. gamelan with metal keys used in processions. May also 
made entirely of bamboo and shaken. 
arja: Balinese opera 
~ gulin,g: pig with spices and roasted on a spit or in the 
earth. 
bale: pavilion 
'b8I'e banjar: village committee meeting hall 
balian: traditional Balinese doctor 
~: village committee 
baris: warrior dance 
.Qarong: mythical lion-like animal with strong powers for good 
bebek tutu: duck stuffed with spices and baked all night 
bema: small bus 
cungklik: 11ll1slcal instrument with bamboo slats suspended on string in a 
bamboo frame, which are struck with pe"l.dded hammers 
dalang: puppeteer in shadow play performance 
dukun: traditi.onal &1.linese doctor 
gabor: offering danCE~ 
gado gado: cold steamed rice, beanshoots, tomato, tofU, IX>unded 
peanuts, chili pepers, shoyu, and other sauces. 
public holiday when ancestral spirits return to their families 
for a fifteen-day visit 
gambang: a xylophone-like musical instrument rnclde with slats of wood 
gambuh: old-style drama with flutes and violin 
.8:9.Illelan : xylophone-like musical instrwnents, together with drums, 
gongs, flutes, and violin, forming an orchestra 
Garuda: large eagle-like bird with strong influence for good who tries 
to rescue Sita in the Ramayana story. 
Rll.!J!: teacher 
ikat: a type of weaving in which the thread is pattern-dyed so that 
when woven the pattern falls into place 
janger: a dance performed by boys and girls together, with singing 
j~uk: male masked dancer with special headdress and long fingernails 
joged: flirtatious dance with a story 
joged bungbung:	 f1 irtatious dance in which a female dancer skillfully 
evades with her fan and footwork the touch of a 
male dancer 
Jiebaya: Balinese woman I s blouse woth long sleeves and fitted waist 
kecak: choral monkey dance performed by about sixty men seated in a 
circle, part of the dance drama of the Rama;yana story 
kris (~E.:ris): fulinese or Javanese short sword 
vii 
kulkul: hollow that hang in banyan tn.."'es or temples that are 
beaten to give announce meetings, and so on 
kruQuk: shrJ.mp-f1avored rice chips 
lawa:	 raw blood mixed with bits of vegetables or meat and spices, 
sometimes poured rice or other food 
1£&~: a type of or type of gamelan 
lontaI': book wr Ltten on dried palm leaf 
Naga-I~nd.£: the efr of the King Snake who is called upon in special 
cr~r~ to guide the spirit of the deceased 
nasi campw:.: rice mixed with meat and vegetables 
nasi gore!1i: fr led rice 
.!!asi kunil.!&: yellow or .._" rice_ 4C ... ~_ 
]edanda: priest:
 
Pergembal: the rice-L~kt~ offering
 
pisang~J~2.re!!&: fried 
prau:	 sm.all fishing 
pura:	 tl:~mpIe 
Pura Dalem: Temp Le of the Dead 
]ura d~~: v i.l I~.emple 
EUTi: large house or palace 
EllSpa lin~: an outward symbol of the spirit of the deceased. It 
looks like a champagne bottle swathed in white cloth and 
Ls CetCT Led in a silver bowl on the head. 
Bamayana_= Hindu epic on which the dance drama is based 
Rangda: a vi teh d~:ity 
Ee ja~: sacred performed as an act of devotion 
~aron 8.~: an old ffillsLcal instrument with a wood frame and metal keys 
sate: barbecued me.at on a stick 
sawah: wet-rice field 
t.ani'bUlil_ingan ~ bumblebee dance 
!empeh: soybean cracker 
t jokorda_: a Balinese t i.tle approximately the equivalent of prince of 
princess (abbreviated Tj.) 
i'l musica instrwnent made of a long, low carved wooden frame 
along which are laid metal gongs. For the dance, this 
instrurnent has only one player, the dancer. 
~anJl: the base on >,h.ich offerings are taken to the temple 
wantilan: open building used for public meetings 
.!!e!1.Ul.&: n>adsi de coffee shop or food stall 
~ayang kuLit:;hadow IJUppt:ts, shadow puppet performance 
viii 
Foreword 
In this, her third journal describing her unique experiences in Bali, 
Rosemary Hilbery continues the chronicles begun in 1971 (A Balinese 
Journal, 1971-1972) when she left an ordinary job to take an 
extraordinary journey in her own evolvement into an artist. 
The interim twelve years between her acceptance into the heart of the 
royal family of Ubud and this present work have marked many changes in 
the author, in her adoptive Be1.linese family, and in Bali itself. In this 
most recent chapter, Rosemary t s readers participate with her in two 
ceremonies--one marking an end and the other a beginning. The old king, 
Tj. Gde Agung Sukawati, the author's mentor, whose autobiography was 
dktated to Ro~ema.ry s.nd published in Bali in 1983 (first published in 
I-ta",a:ii in 1980 as Rerr...:i.niscences of a Balinese Prince), was given his 
'fL~a1 farewell in the traditional Second Cremation rites, and his eldest 
son, Tj. Gde Puua Sukawat.i., is wed. 
Rosemary has recorded these events and the roore mundane details in a 
Balinese village with affection and in careful detail in both her journal 
and her delicate watercolors. She is the rare individual who moves 
between disparate cultures, observing, participating, accepting, 
sometimes criticiZing, but never rejecting simply because "they" are 
different. It is a role which adventurous Fnglish ladies have frequently 
played historically, and Rosemary follows in the spirit of these 
independent travelers who truHted their own intelligence and good sense 
to carry them to the distant corners of the earth and home again. 
I count myself to have been a friend of Rosemary's since 
she came to Hawaii to make her home following her first sojourn in 
Indonesia, and I t~ve observed her subsequent interior journey as a 
developing author and painter, dancer and actress. Those who have read 
her previous journals have noted her ability to bring her readers along 
with her in experiencing Bali. Even those Westerners who have themselves 
traveled to that magic isle comment upon Rosemary's gift for providing a 
very speda1 perspective and UJlderstanding of an ancient culture. 
Anak Agung Nj.ang Sarenkangin (the name given to the author by 
Tjokorda Agung) has llildoubted1y left a significant part of herself in 
Bali, but she has brought back to her readers an insightful record of 
life among the gentle BaUnese who see and express beauty in every aspect 
of their bel:k'1vior and who recognized and freed the artist in Rosemary 
Hilbery. 
Judith ~1. Kirkendall 
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For those of you who have not already read my two previous journals, 
A Balinese Journal, 1971-1972 (Southeast Asia Paper No.7) and A Balinese 
Journal Continue4..L 1973-1979 (Southeast Asia Paper No. 17), this third 
journal describes the events relating to the Second Cremation ceremonies 
in 1980 for Tjokorda Gde Agung Sukawatl., with whose family I have always 
stayed while in Bali, and also the wedding ceremonies for his oldest son, 
Tjokorda Gde Putra Sukawati, ,....hich took place in 1983. You might say 
that the first two journals are about Aglmg and the third journal is 
about Agung and also his oldest son, who must now try to fulfill his 
duties as Agung t s successor. The journals are also about life in the 
vHlage of Ubud as I see it. 
I have come to reali.ze that I am in a unique position in the family. 
Agung included me in everything. I am therefore able to be present at 
special !l1On1ents, and to have the pleasure of writing about them. In 
WE~stern terms Agung's fami.ly is royalty. Until titles were abolished 
under Sukarno they were all princes and princesses (which is the rough 
equivalent of Tjokorda and Anak Agung, respectively). Agung was head of 
the fami.1ies a..'1d thus would have been the king, as was his father, not of 
the whole of B..qH, but the Ubud area, which might be deemed to be of 
pa,ramount importance. 
Bali and Tjokonla Agung are very important to me. I cannot tell how 
much is Bali and how rmJch Agung. I feel enormously grateful for what 
Bali did for me. when I arrived in Bali I was a legal secretary. When I 
left a year later I was an artist f4'lving completed at least eighty 
watercolors and numerous sketches, a writer of sorts having written my 
journal and being also in the process of transcribing Agung's memoirs, 
which he was still dictating to me (which now form Southeast Asia Paper 
No. 14), and a performer of Balinese dance, young in experience only. I 
am still enjoying all three activities. 
My friends seem to s..ae me as some sort of latter day Freya Stark. 
Actually what distinguishes me is the great age at which I finally 
erupted into these adventures. I wish I had started them earlier in life 
but I was not ready, and, of course, neither were the events which play 
so large a part in these journals. 
I hope you will now read the first two journals so that you can 
follow the events in the since 1971 and at the same time c~ to 
understand a very great dl?..al more about Bali and even, maybe, learn a 
thing or two, as r think [ did. 
"h'q!1 C nr.t.rying COCOIluts 
Part I: 1980
 
The Second Cremation Ceremonies for
 
Tjokorda Gde Agung Sukawati
 
I arrived in Ubud five days ahead of time in order that I might take 
part in some of the preparations for the Malygia Karia, or as it is 
sometimes translated, the Second Cremation for Tjokorda Gde Agung 
Sukawati, to begin on February 7, 1980. These final ceremonies which 
comprise the Second Cremation are for the purpose of setting Agung's 
purified spirit free. In the Cremation the body is purified by burning 
and the spirit freed. In the Second Cremation the spirit in the form of 
the puspa lingga is purified also by burning and the essence set free. 
This is at least the outward appearance of all the inner meanings of 
which I probably know very little. 
February 1, 1980 
I arrived very late at night, having flown direct from Honolulu via 
Hong Kong, Singapore, and Jakarta. My friend, Berata, had waited for me, 
and he drove me up to Ubud where we had some difficulty waking the 
family. They all came tumbling out of bed, but not Ktut, my faithful 
guardian and cook. I went straight to bed and slept till 6:30 in the 
morning. 
February 2, 1980 
Gusti Rai, who always looks after the family, cooked my breakfast, as 
Ktut is still not here. I am afraid he is sick again and do wonder what 
I shall do without him. 
To my enormous surprise, 1 found that an Australian family who were 
here on my last visit are here again. They are staying next door with 
Tjokorda Oka as they did before. 
I went to see Gung Niang. Agung 1 s first wife in Puri Saren and I 
thought she looked very wel1. The courtyard was hwmring with activity, 
'5 
everyone working on the preparations for the ceremonies comprising the 
second part oj thp cwnut.ivn of Agung. About eighty young family members 
will have tileLr teeli] filed, among them Tj. Oka Sudhasarna's five sons, 
GUJlg Ari t1as t two daughtc~rs, Cuug Tsteri Sarenkauh' s two sons, and many 
others that know. Tooth f iUng consists of filing the bottom edge of 
the teeth into d straight tIne so that there are no dog-like fangs to 
prevent (:ntryinu) th':lFterworld. Apart from this the actual reason has 
been obscured t ! IlF: i' the c,~rerrK)HY does represent an entry into 
maturity. A] ,:00: flUng can be done as part of a wedding, or as 
a separate l ere:1)nny ,';,,~c(md Cremation ceremonies must include a tooth 
filing. 
In my , the son of Gung Isteri, Tj. Gde, who is now a 
lawyer. has !!lan'i.cd i:l c!';;!:,,,nt cousin from the Puri Mutiara. They live 
with Gung i.HI her llouse Ln Denpasar.. Tj. Gde's sister, Gung Sri, 
bas become en:t~dl;l,>\.l to Tj, Putra. Agung's oldest son. They also are 
cousins. working as 3 secretary in one of the banks. Gusti Ral 
still makes ;111 the offerLlgs wi-th the help of Gusti Putu, who also helps 
ivith the The two 'lollIlger boys who were living here seem to have 
gone f10me but the twu (,hier ~lfles are still here going to school every day 
and helping with the work. P.oth are promising artists in their spare 
time. 
Gusti i{a.i gave me hmch and I was much relieved, as I do not like to 
have to E'st out an he time. Ktut is obviously still unwell, which is 
very 
To my dE:Hght my two ducks, Honolulu and Waikiki, are still very much 
alive and now laying eggs for Guati Rai, and she seems pleased. There 
arc thrr~e small bLack goats tethered tmder the poinsettia tree, for use 
in the ceremt,uies I fear. 
Great excitement! Glmg Niang, Agung I s twin sister, came to see me 
and as she '",as leaving she spotted a snake up in a coconut tree in front 
of the house. two boys C<'lflle rllIming, having grabbed long bamboo 
poles with which poked it out ot the tree. From a very safe 
distance 1 saw it. taU • The boys jabbed and banged at it till it died. 
It was about [our teen inches long, green and dangerous. I had not known 
tha.t they climbed rn:es o 011 dE:~')r! 
Atun, Agung's dr.-tughter, is in the purl with all her children and her 
husband will arri.ve from Surabaya tomorrow. 
Febnurry J, 1980 
I do not know how to pay for my food. GusH Rai will not take any 
money. It is rainj.ng hard but I was told to buy yellow cloth for a 
kebava and cl white scarf. T dashed off wlth the material to have it made 
;-;Pb"Y-three 0' cl.ock tumor rdW afternoon. 
6 
I went to Agtmg' s house temple to help make offerings.. We made small 
round disks of rice paste; just roll it into a ball, press it nearly flat 
with the palms, and then nBke a depression in the center with the 
thumb-very easy. Then some some sticky white stuff was put in a big 
bowl and we scooped a little out with a folded palm leaf and pasted a 
smear of it onto palm-leaf platters and cones. I got very stiff, so went 
to find Gung Sri. She was in the Puri Saren with the young girls making 
banana-leaf cones for flowers and leaves for praying. It took me many 
tries before I got this right. We filled the cones with flower petals 
and leaves, and a coin was stuck in the front. We all ate a lunch in the 
purl of lawa and pork, rice and vegetables. I went home, but after a 
shower and rest I returned and helped to sew the single yellow flowers 
made like rosettes from the family to wear pinned to their shoulders. I 
like to sew and it was very pleasant to sit on Agung's verandah with the 
young people. 
I later went to see Tj. Mas, who has only recently returned from 
Holland. He says he has finished his autobiography and will have it 
translated into English.. He has written it in Indonesian. He says he 
would like the Southeast Asia Papers to publish it. I said that it would 
need translating L~to English first. 
Tj. Mas said that Asri. the Australian girl who married Tj. Alit, 
will have her teeth filed also. I think this will make her the first 
Westerner to take part in this ritual. 
Two small offerings made by children, 
an effigy of a bull and an effigy of the Naga Banda 
February 4, 1980 
What a day I I prayed with Gung lsteri in our house temple and then 
went to Puri Saren to watch the cutting of the leaves of the banyan 
tree. We all waited from nine till noon. I was told to go home and eat 








out to :.:,ee a SlnaIl group)!.' people praying bt~jieath the tree and others 
waiting, holding a matuess above their he.ads. We were all given white 
headbands and stood by wrrile the br&~che'; ..ere cut so as to fallon the 
many-legged mattress. We then went in procession to the first courtyard 
of the Puri Saraswati, which is a part of the temple behind the big lily 
pond. The courtyard now has a border of covered altars. In the center 
towards the back is a very high, roofed platform reached by a steep 
bamboo ramp on which the high priests (pedandas) will pray. The banyan 
branches had been placed up there. Behind this bale there is a raised 
platform, about shoulder height, with a barrilioo walkway all around. On 
this platform the relatives of Agung will lie to have their teeth filed. 
Behind that again, there is another much higher platform for the puspa 
linggas of the family. lois covered platform is reached by a bamboo 
ladder and has a bamboo walkwdy along the front. 
At about 3:30 in the afternoon, now wearing our yellow kebayas, we 
walked in procession to Peliatan to fetch the special symbols. These I 
had already seen being made in the purL They are hard to describe. 
They consist of a large round basket set on a bamboo trestle. The basket 
is about seven feet high, filled with innumerable offerings of every 
description, and completely covered with I-umging, stiff white cut-out 
palm leaves. They are exceedingly heavy, and carried shoulder high. In 
the outer courtyard of the Puri Saren were three horses, or rather 
ponies, for Tj • Oka and Tj. t..;de, Tj. Putra I s second and third brothers, 
respectivelYJ and Tj. Bagus Suyasa from Puri Sarenkauh. The procession 
started with a line of girls in long sarongs and high gold headdresses 
carrying flower offerings. They were followed by an angklung gamelan, 
then another line of girls in yellow kebayas carrying offerings in red 
bowls on their heads. Next came Tj. Putra sitting on a red and gold 
painted, carved chair carried shoulder high. He was followed by a 
beautiful young girl relative on a similar chair, with another angklung. 
All the rest of the family and friends followed hand in hand. In all, 
the procession was about one mile long. Our destination was the puri in 
Peliatan where, at Agung's cremation last year, we had collected the Naga 
Banda for the ceremonies. We all went into the second courtyard and 
knelt whilE:~ the high priest prayed. After the prayers we again formed a 
procession and walked 'b,3ck home, taking with us the special symbols. The 
walk back from Peliatan in the dark with only lanterns to light the way 
was indeed a sight to remember. The two symbols were carried to the 
temple and placed on the platform where the tooth filing will take 
place. The j2efik'1ngku (village priest) received them with prayers and 
everyone went home. tve, the family, were invited to dinner in the Puri 
Mulmul next door. 
February S, 1980 
I sat on Agung I s verandah and sewed I1me yellow flowers for the 
family to wear. I began a drawlng of the second courtyard, which is now 
most attractive wit.h a Sll'.aH pond and bridge and many dlfferent-colored 
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of workers Illvolved ~i.. n t:<le preparat.ions for t:',r:' ceremonies and also the 
many visitors from f);jLL an<1 abroad. Most are dressed in sarongs, the 
women weartil.g kebaya~ and the men slU.rt:,;, and all are wearing scarves 
round their waists. TO-j-Lt ;ctnd watch is a delight to the eye. 
The Puri 2>aren now hEiS some unexpected Western guests, two couples. 
the Puri Sarenkauh, which is next door, also has two older ladies staying 
there, hoth deeply touched by what they inadvertently fell into and 
wildly enthusiastic about Lt all. Agung I s family, guests, and friends 
went to lunch at Puri ;1uJmul, consisting of many kinds of meat and 
vegetables and a salad of chopped carrots, potatoes, and red chili 
peppers. After lunch vIe (Tossed the road to Puri Menara, where two 
pedandas, specIal for the evil spjri.ts, were beginning to pray. Fifteen 
to twenty p;'nnng~~ r:;at in a covered pavilion at one side and watched. 
We sat around the courtyanl wherever there was a spare inch. I sat on a 
low, very damp stone wal1 covered with green moss. Asri's Australian 
mother said she wasn I t going to get piles no matter what , but later she 
sat on it anyway, the risk notwithstanding, proving circwnstances alter 
cases. JUso, I rrd.ght add, it 'I/as I who suffered an insect bite that 
later turned septic, proving that it is not piles that one must fear, but 
mandibles. 
It was very surpris Lng to ;3ec so many policemen. One almost never 
sees any. '111ey only allowed ,j very few tourist,s into the courtyard. The 
Balinese vi Uagel's were also k,:~pt out on the road, but I understood why 
later. After we hact l11 Linished praying, the crowd surged in with 
shouts and wild sLunpedillg to get to the rJfferings a.'ld tear them apart 
and take what t.he" could. The rule is that the recipients must be men 
from another v.:i.lL1~:;t;. as this is a pure gift with nothing to be taken 
back home by the people of Uhud. 
I went horue ,md rested, and Gusti Rai fed me a most delicious dish of 
fern and bamboo shoots m.i.xed together with the coconut, also Chinese peas 
and carrots and some fish, somewhat the texture of tuna but salty. 
I was talkirtg wHh some guests (intelligent professional people at 
that) who said they '4o;J.dcred whether the Balinese would have such 
elaborate festi vaIs if they knew that no tourists were going to come. I 
was amazed to realize that many tourists actually think that the 
festivals are put on for thein. Alas that anyone should think this. 
Never, and 1 repeat never, are dance or trance performances that are 
connected \>lUll c: fei,tivalor related temple proceedings put on for anyone 
other than the spirits and Gods. The misconception may arise because 
occasionally chairs vB 1 be provided for Wesl:erners to sit on, since few 
of them are ,,,cHUng to stand or sit on the ground, and a charge may be 
made. The cr.arge is for the chair, not the performance. It is appalling 
that this should lk'1ve to be said, but it is a measure of how hard it is 
for a Westerner, parLic.ularly a EUTl)!>e.an, to acct:'pt how materialistic we 
have become. We do not sec it until LI situation like this one occurs. 
Organized religion, as t.he WesL Imows iL is CJlj percent money. 
11 
At u ;" "'O:;tiC~f ,; am not really making a 
thinly .: ;i" ceth5.nk their Western standards, 
parLleu L, r 1" '1~ More than that, I would wish 
tJt':it ' .,n~. ! d':'<1s on other people that we learn theirj ,," 
idl8iJS ; l(~d -1 .~., r f !' F)r\lVf:~rne';" • cha,nge our own. We have so 
much tr, I . r 1'10 who is 
'rhF ~;\ "j'~~ .. ) utterly all "bad" things, despite 
the ,.. j-;t· , LUes, that good and bad must 
c()-~·exi~t' , r:",,t·,-: '1. ',j,; UPC these qualities that counts, since 
they eire ;:, '{ .~ 1.J Fl~'OUt. So, a tree, although its 
roots nn ,j' "I ,,,f 'waH, gives unmatched air conditioning, 
tts dea,j Led ,,;, [. Eiornetimes pilrts of it are edible (if not 
to you., f-~~t:~\ Ii:' 'oillrld. which in turn gives it back to you), 
?.nd th0 tn:.:; ': hediJty. Snake poison can both kill or 
cure, Even the much-vaunted quality of "love" 
can turn !Jt,\ " !-. .,h,> for love of a person, love of 
country, 1I'v,.­ p' 1 "';'01. ~)o r. am saying that the tendency to 
des!..roy ilL ",:,,' ·,'t·j(~1'. Ei1..: evtl Is actually not the best way 
to pre~Y. , " ~fur 1'l---):itheT' IlX)re achievable is to learn to 
co-·-exist rl'id .. , • I a balance that should be our 
best gU8 ~) that it will have strength to withstand 
thE~ ('vi , fe(~d the good part so that it will 
de~'t '"() y 
AU I", ;loth.i.ngncss to most of you. As my mother 
would say, "tr: ! ' horse and on my Hyde Park Corner tub. 
Aft.f-~r t" '.t \, , which led to all that deep thinking, 
we Wt'n( r,av: ' l ' !'t'" ( Dancers from the village of Tangkop had 
already I", ',tt!" very sweet. with seemingly more flutes< 
tltEm m:ant. "tv 1s gent Ie and sensuous. The performance 
began amI ('fn,',,<l ,11He:1 ':d r :.")' L'li.Ul usual. (t seemed to me that everyone 
dlssappearul hed, and I did the same. Only the next daytl) 
did [ discqV'~l : 1."\ ,- ti.me t.hat the family went up to the 
temph' )",;j,.j ,,''('It'' '>lid made the puspa linggas. I have already 
seen this ,l,me ,,,I,pn r 1i ved here in 1971, but I had wanted to 
see LL !: '\ "'., intricately wrap the .Q.uspa linggas,,1", 
enc31.;illg th"',, i);JP~:(:',:· associated with life_ the perrangku 
keeps d ; ix," 'r burning in the courtyard below, eerily 
lighting I i;,~,.' t!,'" guardian spirit. 
February 6 1 
Wow" I 1\7(' 'l,YIP two drawi.ngs and painted them both-one 
of the coJqf('d "':1" ',' 'lh' f Lgures and flowers called "Pergernbal" and 
anotflt,·' of ;l f, .. .,-\" . (ll..,' ' L I r have also sat for two hours 
putting ;1 <",I :tm(: 1e:clves in cones of banana leaf for 
praying. .:pr;111 l1k1ki rtg flower and fruit decorations, all 




My W)od--rice. O1inese peas, bean sprouts and tofu 
salad, IDeal and potatoes mixed to a paste and 
lightly batter. Most delicious. 
At a:JU'Jt L;!·:J; thp c'\mi 1Y friends, and relatives went in processionJ 
to the hOi '0 he i.L! lTbud. I am so tired I can hardly' bear to 
£,," ... ",' -'-c.. 
join them hut' return past my door. 
T did j<ll.i' t ',!I" 'c,~:ssL'm ba.ck to the tf'JlJple, and the puspa linggas 
of the f'lliU J j Wt',re pLlr:tsi OJ, the high platform. Again, we all ate dinner 
in tI,e FUI'! f·1u \fter dinner the young girls of the family and I all 
sat on t'1E-'0U" ol tne) central bale in Gung Ari Mas's Quri and 
fold,.:>ct ,~round the spoons and forks. When we had finished I went 
across Vi]':.:;' from Peliatan. Agung Bagus danced the 
trom~,)I!8.' H,e is r;l1ch dancer. Gung Sri and the other girls 
were 5L"! L1 cl the duty of the family to do all the 
work for !:hi:)j r 
To my .;orn.wl find that I missed the making of the ~ 
1in~~ up La the ti':mp L,c: beside Gung Ari 's house. They made about 
twenty-five 0' them afte!- the dance performance last night. Too bad. I 
really like to \.,f:jL a:3 they keep coconuts burning all the while in 
front of the TjeJ\) (~je guardian figure. It is very beautiful to 
watch the slllokp [ i ~.(' [ against the sky. 
February 7, 19&J 
Today i,:: the there by eight they said. I have no idea what 
time things happened, i',S I had no \\latch, but just sat around watching and 
listening to the sal'.9E!....E.<c'!l£. the g,ambang, which consists of bamboo slats 
nailed onto wood arld played Ilpon with a two-pronged stock. There was a 
performance of l@!}!bl~c i.n Ute temple courtyard and then a procession of 
two hundred PU3t~.l."':'~1:!!8&:}.~ arrived, each one duly carried on the head of a 
member of its famHv and surrounded by its relatives. I can vouch for 
the two hundred, as 1. counted them. They stood in a wide ring round the 
edge of the temple courLyard. After prayers, when everyone knelt in the 
center, they went .in procession around the courtyard three times led by a 
huge white bulL T did not join in as it was obviously only close family 
who were carryi.ng, or by to carry, the puspa linggas. These 
were fina 11 y pI,]!,·,] surr,JUnded by offerings in the various bales all 
around the of tbe courtyard. Lunch was set out in the Pud Mulmul. 
Back in the temple in thE; afternoon there was a performance of Baris 
Gde. The dancers carried a shield, and then a sword. After this 
about twenty young performed a .rejan,g with fans. The procession 
which hc"!d earHer gone to f,=tch holy water from Campuan now returned. 
I haVt~ heard that. A~;r l is not wen and neither is her little boy. 
Flu I expect. So she '!'It have her teeth filed after all. 
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I was ::.hbk.ing ahcut Agung and of his family and his many friends, 
and I thought that we are like the le<:1ves of d trf...'e when suddenly we find 
the trunk has disappe,,'1red. We did not 1 ealize how much we all bad the 
tips of our fingers on Agung, as it were. Now we are no longer attached. 
A tour guide from Australia ....lith twenty older men and women who are 
staying at the Puri Saraswati was very upset as he, and they, were asked 
to leave the temple courtyard today during the ceremonies while some 
other tourists managed to get in. No use te11ing him that everyone was 
sUP1Xlsed to be out of the courtyard except close family and close friends 
or official photographl:!rs. (Alas, a few "hippy-types" did get in.) 
These ceremonies are not for tourists, after all. But he said Agung 
would have arranged something. I suspect he is right about that. Agung 
would at least have arranged that they all take a quick look and then go 
and sit in the adjoinlng gardens. lbere was very little room in the 
temple courtyard as it was. T st~)d with the families whose bales were 
around the edge. -----­
I went back to the temple ~n the evening around seven. What a 
sight! All around the puri and along the road to the temple were many, 
many people and stalls and lights. Gambuh was just finishing. The 
temple was dazzling, all sparkling yellow with splashes of pink:. Four 
pedandas were praying up in the high bale way above us. T was invited to 
eat a second cliMer in the Puri Saraswati behind the temple. There were 
chairs alI over the garden as well as on all the verandahs. We sat 
around or wandered into the temple waiting for the prayers to end-three 
hours I should think. It must have been midnight then finally we all 
prayed, mostly just sitting where we were. The J2uspa linggas from 
Agung I s bale tk'ld been taken down hand over hand, or rather head over 
head, along a white sheet to a small nearby bale where the high priest 
blessed them. They were returned to the high bale head over head after 
the blessing. ---­
At this point, to~eng began. 1 was so overcome with fatigue that I 
watched two and then left for home and bed. There were at least fifty 
tourists who had beef' sitting for at least an hour beforehand directly 
behind the gamelan. 'rhey even brought their own cushions. Actually, 
maybe it was better thdn if they stood; no Balinese could have seen from 
behind them. as they are Sf) tall in comparison. At least if they sit on 
the ground it gives the Balinese a better chance. Apparently it was very 
good <md very funny. and I'm sad that I missed it. Oh well. Jimat was 
dancing too. 
February 8, 1980 
Today is the tooth filing, which probably will not start till ten. 
At least I hope not. as I am taking it easy this mQrning although I know 
could be watching the dressing and make-up of the eighty family members 
who win have their tef::'~th filed. 
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1 ,,'as vir /Ilg, "''-'. When I got to the temple at about 10:00 
a.m.. thi: ~: Lrst gr:ujJ of eight people had just begun praying in front of 
the priesL~; on the? r;dsed platform between the two high bales, before 
turning round ,md down to have their teeth filed. The rain, which 
had been holdi.ng off. nUl" "egan to fall in a deluge. It rained nearly 
all morning [JUt :Jor h.!rd to deter the participants. In the garden 
behind the temp1(~ g: r: S and young men in their gorgeous costumes, and 
wearing head ;lres:::;e~J fuLl of flowers and fluttering leaves of gold, were 
in the central and the verandahs of the various houses. They 
finished at '):CO p.m. Towards the end it was easier to watch what 
was happening, '18 most. of the tourists had left. Around the courtyard 
during this time lhp various fa;n:ilies had set up their own beds with the 
necessary m;lttresses. S;:lT0 11gS, and pillows on which their young, and 
sometimes quite old. ;'elatives also had their teeth filed. Each family 
made its ow11 arrangemenls. They just set everything up whenever their 
particular loJi:lS ready. We could watch these very easily. These 
participants ''''ere ~Jpecially in yellow and white, but not in the 
full ceremonial dress /l,!:;ung f s family. 
We went afterwanh;3,nd ate lunch in the Puri Mulmul. One of the 
visiting tjoko,rdai2. a:':ikc~(' me for a copy of Agung's book, but alas I have 
no more copies left so had to tell him to write to the University of 
HavlaLi. 
I went back to re:=:t but soon lE'..apt up just after four 0' clock 
realizing tha,t there I,H1 be gambuh. I found the dancers were still 
dressing at Purl Menara, so T carne back to change into the yellow kebaya, 
as afterwards we shall be praying. Jimat was again dancing and he is 
marvelous to ,,,atch but wilar with all the gamelans playing and the reading 
from the lsmta~ over very loudly on the microphone, it was 
difficult to hear them talk and sing. I stood within inches of a 
fourteen-foot high offering of strips of half-cooked fat, cut into nany 
different: shapes and sIzes and stuck on long stalks of bamboo to form 
what looks at a dtstance Like a huge flower decoration in off-white. It 
dOE~s not smell like flo"'ers s however. 
Once again all ""h(-, young girls and men were sitting in the bales in 
the garden behind the temple. I fOlmd Asri, who had raced up to be at 
the ceremony wi'i~ her year-old little boy. He was supposed to be having 
his ha.ir cut as part of the ceremonies. In fact, although I 
was watching for this event, I never did see it, although it did 
happen at the very end. around midntght. 
I believe there '(.ere eventually five pedandas up in the high bale 
praying, but they came one after the other. At around 10:00 p.m. all the 
gorgeous]y dressed young girIs and boys went into the temple and sat on 
chairs. At abollt 11:00 prayed with the pedandas and then went in 
single file up the to be blessed. Holy water was taken by Tj. 
Suyasa to the :-;l!lrinec't and the last ritual just before leaving was that 
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do not know what they were, but T believe one was the head of the bull 
and his skin. Then everyone went home. By now it was some time after 
midnight and there was a sudden deluge rain. There was wayang kulit 
but I did not stay to see it. 
February 9, 1980 
Everyone got up late this IOOrning. We all nade offerings of flowers 
and fruit. I bought mangoes and salak, a fruit with a snakelike skin, 
and lichee and cake for the offerings and also for myself. 
I later did a paint Lng of the men reading from the lontars. 
In the temple people were putting up fresh fruit and flower offerings 
and throwing the old palm-leaf platters and offerings on the ground. I 
felt sure they would swec'p the place clean for the prayers this evening 
but, not so. 'fhe debris is just left under the platforms or even in a 
heap, and they put a mat over it and sit on it. I suppose it is still a 
part of the whole ceremony-I just don't know. Anyway, to my delight, 
among the mud and debris stood seven pure white swans generally taking in 
the scene and glancing covertly at the group of tjokordas, sons of Agung, 
who were sitting on chairs slightly to one side, smoking and chatting. 
There was at least one member of the family in the temple at all 
times, day or night. Usually there were many. Up in the high central 
bale three men were doing something with the pus~ linggas which took 
them nearly all day. 
We were rushed hack to the temple at around 6:00 p.m. The ~das 
were praying and I did a fast drawing-not too good. Later, around 9:00 
p.m., the children suddenly appe.ared with a small barong and Rangda and 
gave a dance performance. r have never seen so many people packed so 
tight-almost no Westerners, which was just as well as the crowd swayed 
dangerously at tiJnt;,s. T estimated a thousand people and probably more. 
I could just see some it from the back, as I am tall. Everyone loved 
it. The children were very funny and the whole thing was taken very 
seriously. 
They said Arja would begin at 10:00, but it started around midnight 
and went on till about 5:lX) a.m. There were so llru1y people packed in the 
bale banjar, which stands outside the puri, that I didn't sit inside but 
watched from outside. This performance was free, as it was part of the 
temple ceremonies although not held inside the temple. I went back to 
the temple at about 3:00 a.m. and the pedanda.s were still praying. I sat 
a w~ile with the fawily. Son~ rice was being stirred in a cooking pot 
over a wood fire and everyone took a turn at the stirring. Gung Sri said 
she did not know l~xactly why we did this but that it was a part of the 
ceremony. We also tasted it. She told me that they were about to pray 
again. They had al.ready prayed three times. I just had to get home-my 
legs and back wen;;> killi.ng Ire. Perhaps this is the way they weed out the 
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weak. I am amazed at their strength. None have slept more than maybe 
three hours each night if that. They have worked hard all the rest of 
the time even if it was just to sit still i.n the temple waiting to pray. 
By now the temple rea.l1y smells rather awful-rancid fat and rotting 
fruit. 
Fehruary 10, 1980 
I WflS awakened at 5:00 a.m. and felt very chilled. It ~s cold last 
night. At about 8:00 ,vB walked out to the temple and sat around while 
certain obj<c.'Cts were conected to go to the sea. Then we all got in 
buses, cars, and trucks and very slowly eased out of Ubud. How many I do 
not, know, but i1\'.my more than a t'housand people certainly. The golden 
towers and God houses were put in the trucks, and the two hundred 
.Q!!:?P.§!. linggas were e.<:"!ch carrled by a relative. We Wflited a long time to 
start bec.ause one of the (:ars would not move and all must go together. 
It was a clear sunny day when we arrived at the beach. Carrying the 
umbrella, towers, God houses, and j2usl2!':! linggas the people left the 
trucks and poured down the lane to the sandy beach. The long, brightly 
colored river of people flowed over the black sand to the sea's edge. A 
covered area had been set aside for the frurrily of Agung. Beside this, on 
a covered platform the gedandas were already praying. 
I managed to do a painting of this. 
Everyone knew what they had to do. They arranged themselves in a 
long line from the front of the covered area along the ridge facing the 
sea. The topeng was performed while the priests prayed. As soon as the 
prayers were over the ~ linggas were burnt. I went with many others 
to be blessed by the pedanda. Atun smudged my forehead with ashes of 
Agung. 1t was very emotional and sad to part with him forever, and we 
were all of us near tears. Tj. Putra carried the ashes to the prau 
surrounded by the family. 
Tj. C~e from my courtyard carried the ashes of his own father. His 
prau nearly sank for there were too many people in the boat and Tj. Gde 
is not a sl&'1H man. They were bailing ma.dly and very low in the water. 
Another prau went out to help but they all got back safely. Apparently 
Tj. Gde is not able to swim, so there could have been a tragedy. There 
were big swells hut it was not really rough. 
mediately after, we all went back to the buses and straight home. 
r read for a whnE~ and at dusk fell asleep and did not awake till 4:00 in 
the morning to find I was still wearing a dress. r slept again till 
after 6:00, which is very late for me here. 
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February 11$ 1980 
I went to the dressmaker, the post office, and Denpasar. I confirmed 
my flight booking with Garuda and then went to see Deblog' s paintings. 
He is a noted Ba1ines(~ artist, and his paintings cost US $350 for the 
least expensive but they are marvellous. He also uses watercolor on 
canvas and it looks very goc,d. He wants me to send him some 
watercolors. I then went to the Bali Post newspaper to talk. to them 
about sending the English copy of the paper to the University of Hawaii. 
Lunch at the bus station for 200 rupf-~s was delicious. When I got home I 
tried to paint, but didn I t feel like it, so went to Purpa' s gallery of 
paintings. He certainly has a good collection of every style. One I 
liked W'dS US $500. It was done by a Javanese in Seurat style and was of 
a cremation complete with Naga and Bull and Tower, all in soft colors. I 
guess I will resist the temptation to buy. 
February 12, 1980 
I talked with Tj. Putra and he sai.d when they rmde the decision to 
hold the Malygia Karia, it W'dS thought good to have it as soon as 
possible bec::luse of the instability in the world; it might not be 
possible t.o do it if they waited. This was good thinking. He said they 
had gone to a dukun to talk with Agung before the Malygia. He was still 
around at the tamily conferen,;:es and in the temple and watching. Now 
they cannot talk with '\(sung becaus.:, he is farther away, but he will come 
back to the family temple for festivals and ceremonies, for galungan and 
such. They felt he was happy with the cremation, and it was considered a 
great mark of extra blessing that a.t the sea on Sunday, one of the 
pedandas was crying as they took Agung to the prau. Pedandas are not 
supposed to do this; it is roost unusual and deemed a blessing. 
Tj. Putra is still very very tired. He showed a guest and me the 
room they keep for Agung. So touchi.ng to see his sandals-how well I 
remember them-his last pill and mug and plate, toothbrush and 
toothpaste. They brought his chair out of his room so that we could take 
a photo of me, as I used to sit so many hours, taking dictation. What a 
lovely man he was. 
For the record. in case my r,:?aders are misled by my enthusiasm for 
Agung, we were never lovers. That is not to say that I would not have 
been so had T been asked, but 1e never approached me in that way. I 
believe I came too late In 1,ls Hfe for that. That I loved him is of 
course true, but we were as brother a~d sister. 
Tj. Putra told us that Agung had two keds. One is from Nusa 
Penida. Apparently Agung had a strong link with the temple there. When 
one of the family visited that temple the priest said, "Tj. AglUlg has 
something from here, take good c.are OF it." Later they found it was the 
keds. The other kt::ds is from India, the Hin:alayas, they say. 

I talked with 13erata later and he said he wanted to try and see if my 
two journals could be published in Denpasar. He wants to go to Denpasar 
before J leave to see all the publishers and see who will make the best 
offer and if i.t is worthwhile. He Mid it. would be good if I came too. 
I went to see Martha Lovell, who is here rooking a movie of the 
ceremonies with her own group of technicians. T showed them my journals 
and they loved them. Withh minutes of reading them they spontaneously 
said they were delightful, and they did not want to give them back to 
me. They say they will order them from Hawaii. 
Oh deEr, I have a boil on my seat where an insect has bitten me. 
February 13, 1980 
I went to the clinic where Ule nurse neatly lanced the insect bite 
and gave me all antiseptic oinl.J!lf~nt. It feels fine now. 
When I got back, things were happening after supper in the house 
temple. Also in Agung's house temple. Apparently T should have been 
there for the praying. After they hqd all finished I dressed Balinese 
and went and prayed in our house temple and received two different sorts 
of holy water. 
February 14, 1980 
Berata came and invited me to see his new house in the rice field 
near the monkey teJuple. It is very well built with beautifully carved 
doors and pillars. Beds have been covered with ikats. As I remember, 
there are two large Inmgalows with verandahs and a big two-storey 
thatched-roof bale, which is not yet finished. We climbed up to the 
second floor and sat on the verandah and drank coffee. A lovely breeze 
blows all the time then",. The posts and center piece are marvellously 
carved. To look up at the )lang ~liaJ.m. roof is a great delight. Berata 
has invited me to corne and stay any time I wish but even though it is so 
beautiful and peaceful and idyllic, J stHI prefer the goingEH:>n in my 
courtyard. We sat on the verand::'h and ateI:!isang goreng. Berata had a 
bad foot. The day before y(~sterday, his nephew was cutting at a bush in 
the garden and the knite flew from his hand and chopped into Berata' s 
foot. He went to Dr. Oka in Gianjar and had many stitches put in. 
I later W'dlked to Campnan, but the manager of the hotel was not 
there. I came back and painted the garden in the Puri Saren. I must 
remember that T wr'':l1lt to paint Agung's back verandah where I sat so n:any 
evenings taking dictation from Agtmg. Time is getting so short. 
Tomorrow I am goi.ng with Berata to Denpasar to see the publishers for my 
journals. We may also go to Basakih on Tuesday. 
February 15, 1980 
We went to Denpasar. First to the bookstore to ask the names of the 
local printers. Then to thE, printers. They said they would print my 
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journal for $2,500 for 1,000 copies. I have not yet decided if they 
could possibly do tIlls. Berata &'lys he will do the distributing. He 
wants me to do it and thinks it would be a good thing and is very 
enthusiastic. By the time we reached U':ud, I had decided that we woll1d 
do it. 
went and did a drawing of Agung's back verandah but they started to 
slaughter a pig, and So I left quickly. Oh Lord, how busy they are all 
the time in this courtyard, lIBking offerings all day, also in Agung's 
courtyard. Gung Isteri, of Puri Sarenkauh, asked me to dinner on Sunday 
night. Tomorrow I must also retype the introduction to Part II of the 
journal. Oh dear, all the illustrations; I will have to send them from 
Haw-dii. I wonder if 
tight squeeze, I think. 





have enough money for everything. It will be a 
wish I cou-ld sell some paintings, but I'd have 
and twenty to make $1,000, so I know it will 
February 16, 1980 
Berata came and said to come to llUlch tomorrow, as he is very busy 
today. He tolrl me to go to the Puri Saren because there will be 
ceremonies in the temple this evenings. Also ""'j.;;.08 ...........;;.b.;;.;un""'g and prembon.....e_d ...bung 
(masked dance and Ar ja mixed). 
I sat in Agung's cOl,rtyard at the back and painted from three hours 
while \YCltching everyone. One very old man, with a crooked back (I am 
told he fell from a tree), picks up all the debri.s and makes small easy 
things. He has bee!~with Agung aU his life I think, but Agung Biang 
says he Ls younger tl:k'ln AgWlg was. Eight men are sitting in the shade 
molding meat onto sticks for sate. Another lIlan is chopping bamboo. Six 
women are sitting on the steps of one of the bales pressing rice into 
half coconuts and cones of banana leaf. Two men sit in a bale near the 
kitchen grating coconut into a big bowl. A woman is arranging countless 
offerings of everything on the ground in the center for the evil spirits 
on five platforms of bamboo above the ground. The pemangku sits waiting, 
dressed in white with a yellow sarong covering his white one. There are 
three dogs ~ld some chickens wandering around and young boys and girls 
carrying endless CUI'S of coffee and biscuits. 
Berata left me his typewriter and eventually I began putting together 
the two journals. Then Dr. Oka came from Gianjar and stayed a while. 
Then Gung Sri. and her mther and brother and his wife all arrived and 
then another visitor, Ron, whom I met nve years ago. Anyway, I got it 
all done and at about 6:00 p.m. they all said, "Aren't you coming to pray 
with us?" So of course I dressed quickly and followed them I knew not 
where. It was back to the temple wh.3re soon the pedand~ came and prayed 
and we sat and drank tea and talked. After about an hour we prayed on 
the floor of the tl:.!mple also. Imme(llately after we were shepherded to 
dinner in Purj SaraswatL Most delicious dinner, but I soon heard the 
joged bungbung and ate quickly and joined throng, luckily managing to 
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making offerings to the evil spirits 
at the beginning of a temple festival 
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see quite welL T did enjoy it. The girls are so enchanting and 
exciting I can I t think how the men can resist them. Tj. Gde fought very 
hard not to be drawn onto the dance floor and when he did get there, just 
stood in giggling anbarrassment, rat.her sweet really. Tj. Raka did a 
very good dance with one the girls, very playful and pretending to 
stab himself and her and beating her with a stick, but all very playful. 
There were about: and each danced with about three men. 
Some time later the prembon started at around 11 :00. I was very lucky 
and sat up in the high bale with the tjokordas and their families and had 
a ITHrvellous view. I love the singing and the movements and the comedy. 
First jauk, then two topenK' then a servant girl, then a princess, then 
two servants, then a prince, then two IllOre servants, and eventually a 
father and many dHferent travellers. We all got to bed around 3:00 in 
the morning. 
February 17, 1980 
I tried to pay the fa1tily for my food, as Ktut has not been here and 
Gusti Rai has heen looking after IDe vdth the help of Gusti Putu and the 
boys. They all refuse to let me pay, and I am so touched that I have 
been in truth their guest on this visit. So very sweet of them and I 
so much a ~rt of the family. 
Gading came to see me. Since he was there, and as I really felt I 
could use J.t, I had a massage. I went to lunch with Berata, which was a 
real delight, sitting on his verandah overlooking the rice fields. I 
walked to the temple in the monkey forest where there is a festival going 
on. I was very tired when I home, but did type up to the Part II 
introduction to the journal. Now T ('nly have the synopsis of this 1980 
visit to write \I_}. and it will be ready. I went to dinner with Gung 
Isteri in Puri Sarenkauh. 
February 18, 1980 
Typed all mor~ing and just finished in time to go to Denpasar at 
11:00 with Berata to printers. Unfortunately the banks are all shut 
so I cannot pay them to but shall probably leave what travellers 
cheques I have when I leave and then send a cheque as fast as I can from 
Hawaii. 
Berata told IllE" tha1 yesterday two of his fighting cocks were killed 
at a cockfight, hut he knew that he must enter them as the priest said 
that it was the in the Pura I lalem who were causing troubles for 
his house in till:' rice fields. He had promised the two cocks for the 
fight, as the priest said that he should. even though he knew they would 
lose. 
He also told me tl1at two ~,1and~, the one from Dawan and another, 
both cried at the sea. They both saw Agung in white talking on the sea 
very happy and with crowds of people. 
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I was so tired t:!klt 1 went to bed at around 8:00 but had such a 
horrible dream-··someth menacing-that I got up and went out to talk 
with GusH Rai wtH) was making offerings. 1 told everyone that I had had 
a bad dream. ;'\~len eventua L I went to bed I left my door open and the 
light j.n the next mom ',telyed 011 cd t night. 
February 19, 1980 
Berata arrIved dTowld 7:(1() a.m. and we drove to Besakih. Gusti Rai 
gave us a square woven box fall of offE>rings-very heavy. I carried it 
all the way up to Agung I s temple, a twenty-minute walk uphill and hot 
even at 8: a.m. I l1iiide the 01 Eering in Agung's temple and prayed, then 
took three flowers Cron the temple courtyard and went to the Trinity in 
the main courtTlc,i and Dr the priestess kneeling next to me. 
She gave me he. wate'· 8<11'1 prayer"s over me. I had told Agung of the 
book and I asked trH~ 1.~~,r'3 t:c' mJ me to leave Bali in peace and also as 
always, to keep BalL s£ife. 
I painted one of the drawings that I did last year. On the way back 
we called in at Dr. Oka in (;i as he had invited me to do. We had 
coffee and when i.r., lei', gave me a most beautiful sarong ikat and 
also a of \~her) we got home 1 gave Berata most of it, as 
-------,.~".--,.,...:.... ' 
it needed a cuok.ing. He said he would wrap it in a banana leaf 
with lots of spices and G)i,J!< it for at least one hour more. 
I rested for a w.b.i then trl€:' family all arrived from Denpasar. At 
about 5:0ll they said T should wash and dress for the temple. As soon as 
I was ready Glmg lsted SElIn to go straightaway to the Marajan Agung in 
Puri Saren, So 1 fled, a flower for my hair as I went. 
Hen~ they WPfC t[h~ holy relics from the house temple, amid 
three ]2elnangkus and much chal!, The angklung was playing out on the 
road and the kulkuJ \\fns oel,lg beaten. We all walked up the lane to 
another fam:i.l y t:e;~':;L" -and entered as dusk was falling. Here we sat for 
some time and ",'er"" ven coffee and cake while a ]2emangku up in the high 
bale prayed and rang his bell. Apparently it must be a ]2emangku and not 
a 12edanda in this particular temple. After everyone had prayed, the 
family all prayed ''!.mi holy \vater. Gung Sri gave this to me. 
The t jokorda from Pud Kanto;- Lnvited me to Jaw his family in eating 
in the temple. lve ate in the outer courtyard. They have the best rice, 
also bebe~ tut~."!Jd chicken al1d ,~?l~te and vegetables. I left at about 
10:00 p.m. At hOTne all. the :'arnily were already back and sitting around 
chatting. It was some time before I went to bed. I left my door open 
but instantly fell asleep. I woke at 3:30 a.m. and Berata came to fetch 
me at about 4:00. At the: airport it seemed so quick. He was gone in 
a flash, as had tL1d tlim not to wai t. Once the link has gone, one is 
already on one's way. I reel very happy, though, and feel that 




The Wedding of 'fjokorda Cde Putra Sukawati
 
and Tjokorda Istri Sri Tjandrawilti
 
September 3 t 1983 
It is three ye,lrs s.lflce Twas l.ast: Ln Ubud. At that time I had come 
for the Second Cremation ceremonies of Tjokorda Gde Agung Sukawati. I had 
come the year before for his cremation. Both visits were very emotional, 
and we were I try i.ng to adjust to life withollt Agung. Now I am here 
for the wedding of his eldf:st SOfi, Tj. Cde Putra Sukawati, to Tjokorda 
latri Sri Tjanclrawi.il t, known to me as Gtmg Sri of my courtyard, Puri 
Sarenkangin. ,'..:he L'3 tile granddaughter of Agung's twin sister, so a 
distant cousin, had known, even three years ago, that they were 
engaged, and so W:.l.S ant Lc ipat ing an announcement of the wedding. 
I ll<::id aLready planned i1 tri.p with my family to England and Greece 
dudng the L'ilt' 1y part 0 f the sUlrnler. When I back to Hawaii in late 
July, I thought Lhat i.E I didn't go soon to Bali, I might have to wait 
more than another year because I would be working and tillable to leave, so 
I iImIediately nude plans to leave on August 30. A week before I left, 
and just dfte~' r had l);'1id for my ticket, I had letters from Tjokorda 
Putra and 13erata telling til€' that the wedding would take place on October 
28, 198'3. Luckily it fell just within the visa limit. Had it not, I 
could not have changed my date of departure and would have had to miss 
the wedding. Truly, it does seem an extraordinary coincidence. I wait 
three years, then give L1p and decide I'll go anyway, and 10 and behold!! 
I choose the ri.ght dates. Agung must have arranged it. 
On the way '1cre t I stopped one night in Singapore. It was a 
profoundly disturbing experience. The changes taking place are so 
violent rmd profuse that it is 8.1fr>ost like the morning after a heavy air 
raid. lher,o is a nervous unease. People tn old houses and shops must 
Live jn I!lort,d of the wreckers, who they know will one day soon come 
and obI. itente thtd.l' way uf ! ife. Tt is dl;ath of sorts. Even though 
offen~d vistlv f:llnerJor accunnnodatinn, a Ik'1HHILse by comparison, one 
knows how daullt Lng thi.s must be for older people. Obviously the 
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authorities are for the ll.i2'<'11th and safety of the people, but the 
toll in tears and mental anguish IilUst be great. To IOOve from a hovel to 
a highrise in one le.ap Ls Judging by my conversations with 
taximen, and c;nopkeepef8, the government has done, and is doing,J 
a great job in educating the in terms of IOOdern living in a 
big city. My dou"btslolere that mankind needs sorre links with the 
past and that thes<:: shou] h(, "Don't throw out the baby with 
the bathvdter, !l b so apt a saying. One hopes that sdme of the 
old beautiful buildings be aJlowed to remain as a reminder of times 
past. Nothing but is monotonous. But I am speaking from an 
older generation~s point There are now young people who know 
nothing but higbrise~.; and superr.uarkets. This is home to them and their 
own new caItun'I' t for them by their Parents, the product of a 
physical need brought about by overpopulation and financial pressures 
whidl give higher :retilrl1.,S to those who build new and high rather than to 
those who repair and mode:rnlze the old. 
Perhaps my thQughts a1xlut i'd..l t ilis will crystallize later. 
An offertng of flowers and cakes 
topped with decorative palm leaves 
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I arrived 1n Ubud. late last night and went to Purl Sarenkangin just 
in time to go to bed. I no longer sleep in the big house which is 
opposite my present room. They have torn down the old roo.'DS along the 
right hand side of the house and bunt a row new brick rooms, each 
with its own bathroom at the back. A verandah runs all along the front. 
It is so nice not to have a grope my way across the courtyard at dead of 
night to the equally dark bathroom, the cockroaches scattering at my 
approach. It wasn I t that it was dirty: it was washed every day, but the 
damp had blackened the walls, and to a Western eye, that is a far cry 
from white shiny tile. So my new bathroom is a great delight to me. 
There is even a grating over the drain hole in the floor. I have always 
lived in deadly fear that a snake lllLght come up the drain pipe, a thing I 
don I t think has ever fu'lppened in Bali, but I don I t want my bathroom to be 
the first case. In the past i I always took the first opportunity to 
close thE: drain ,,{ith d \;fc>oden plug that Ktut made for me; then I felt 
happier. 
By the tllllE' T was up and about, Tj. Putra had gone to Denpasar, so I 
went to see Gung Ad ~1as, my dance teacher. So many people know me now 
that it took quite a while to make that five-minute walk. Gung Ari was 
in Denpasar too,:::o I went next door to see Goog Rai in Puri Mumbul. 
Here was enchantment enough. As I walked dmm the path I could hear her 
chanting from the lontar She sat opposite Ida Bagus Made Nadera, who 
corrected her and translat,=d for her. She has been studying now 
for seven years and "still is not good, II she says. Made Nadera is a 
renowned • in hi:,; seventies at He is also an expert in the 
10ntar and teaches yoga. has about forty pupils who come to his house 
in Tegallingah. Cung Ra.i is only about thirty-five years old and very 
beautiful indeetl. \\lhile they chanted, two tiny birds, one with a pink 
head and one wi.th a yellow chest, swung and hopped and frolicked in a 
nearby tree, twiU':ering with glee. Between and around them a marrmoth 
butterfly-about the same size as the birds-floated and drifted. 
Drinking my glass of J3aLinese coffee, I wondered, could any 
paradise offer n~re? 
So lIll1ch happens in such a short space of time. On my way home, I 
talked with lI;jomm Suradnya, who has just started an Ubud newspaper in 
English called H~.9Ltl (Balinese for "How are you?"). 'The office is 
also a tour Lst it1forma.tion office, and while T was there many people came 
in. Among them, a foreign couple were loud in their admonitions about 
Balinese dogs, saying they were noisy, dangerous, and of no use and that 
they did not theJIl., They strongly advised that no dogs be allowed in 
Bali and tht.'it they should all be killed. I, who am no great lover of 
dogs, at once said, "Oh, no. The dogs are a part of Bali and of the 
universe and they ~ive a job to do and a life to live, and they do have 
their uses and also the Balinese like the.m, and in any case it is for the 
Balinese to decide 'what to do with their own dogs. n They did not agree 
with me, T think. A BaUnese put it more strongly when the man said he 
could not sleep for their barking by suggesting that he sleep in some 
other country. Why is it that foreigners think they carl roo their host 
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t '/;11'<1 t" In' mi ddle courtyard 
)'j,.. 
country better than the local ~~ple carl? Yet they sit back and tolerate 
many practices in their own cowltry of which they nor probably the 
Balinese would approve. 
Berata has saJ.11 he will take me to Denpasar on Monday, and we will 
take copies of my Ex,linese journal to various hotels in Sanur. I had it 
printed in Denpasar on my last visit~ and it is already being sold in 
Murni's Re::>tauranL and .in other places in mmd. 
September 3. 1983 
Ducks~ thousands of them quacking furiously, woke me. I wondered why 
the big increase in ducks going to the rice fields. Then when pigs and 
chickens joined in the chorus of distress, I realized it was market day. 
The hubbub continued near midday. The market is directly opposite 
my courtyard ,as elsewhere in Bali, is held every three days. It has 
certainly grown in size and HOW covers the open space in front of the 
house as well a.s the original space behind the shops. Lorries even 
arrive the night before, presumably to be sure of a space before dawn. 
I went into the Puri Saren to see Tjokorda Putra, the future 
bridegroom~ and found him very cheerful and busy with the rebuilding of 
the main palace building. Much as I loved t:he old building. I have to 
admit that it had to be done. It has been rebuilt very much like the old 
building and is very beautiful indeed. 1he wood carving on the doors and 
on the screens covering the two front windows is gorgeous. In fact, all 
the worlonanship is of the <,Jery best quality ~ as is only proper for a 
palace. There is G HJry lovely stone carving on the back wall of the 
palace of a holy Min i.n a forest at peace with all the animals, which I 
find especially beautiful. All of Agung's precious books, along with my 
painting of the were lost when the small house on the left of the 
palace caught Eire. It is now also being rebuilt. 
The rebuilding is by no means complete. and everyone is rushing to 
get it finished by the 'Hedding day. There are two curvy stone lions as 
you go lip thf~ steps in the front. Apparently the stone arrived in square 
blocks, which \I1ere sealed together and then carved on the spot. They are 
very similar but, of course. not exact. The variety of stone carvings is 
one of the special joys of full. lhe stone is so soft and wears away so 
fast that the derf!<'1nd for replace.nent is continuous. llinkeys, fish, 
birds, strange uniIoaginable creatures in incredible positions decorate 
walls, gates, courtyar(ls. and t(':!mples-any likely spot. Some are new but 
most are in various stages of ingestion, as the moss and insects 
literally eat up. 
At the moment ~ people are allowed to walk all around the ~, even 
through the palace itself. Later, perhaps only the family will live in 
the inside courtydnl, but that is sti 11 a long way a11ead. At present 
they have a full quota of from Europe, who are part of a cultural 
tour. We that culture tours seemed very right for Ubud. 
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Since I arrived the day before yesterday, four or five people have 
voiced their concern over what is being done in Puri Saraswati. In the 
courtyard in front where the Second Crt~nation ceremonies for Tjokorda 
Agung were held there Is now a high water tower and a two-story house and 
offices. The grounds surrounding the water" garden of the temple, which 
were also used for Agung's Second Cremation l now have a restaurant in one 
corner. The where the .l£!l\:?.!.:. readers sat is now used by customers 
to lounge on cushions, sip their drinks~ and eat their lunches, which are 
served to them on !!.anji~ (the ceremonial stands for offerings). Now, as 
I understand it, some sa.y this is temple property and others say it is 
not. I hope it will all son itself out, as it does create bad feelings, 
which in itself is unfort.unate. It is rightly called disharmony, which 
is the antithesis of the t3alinese way of Life. 
Later 011 T cAlled ill on Gung Isteri .in PUTt Sarenkauh. Her husband's 
mother is Agung's twi.n sister, Gung Niang of Puri Sarenkauh. Gung 
Isteri's oldest 30[. has marr and has all adorable little boy ( a 
reincarnation of Agung. so they tell me). This gives Gung Niang a change 
of name. She b nu.... Agung Ni.ang Agung. or great grandmother t and I 
preswne that Ist~rj is now Cung Niang. I asked after the very old 
lady who lives with the-mit and she is still alive and sprightly. She was 
the fifth wife of • SUYU&"l t S father, who has been dead many years. 
Agung f s twin sister, I W<1S told, was his eleventh wife. I had not known 
this before. They say she lll8y be 120 years old, and it wouldn't surprise 
Ire. She is very thin and rather tottery. 
As I left. th"'.r,, WdS c_pec.ial performance of kecak in the Puri Saren 
courtyard for the j nv l.ted guests. The purl courtyard is, for me, the 
most beautiful place tor dance performances. The gateway is lit all the 
way to the t.op with tJ.nj' flickering oil lights, and the dancers magically 
appear between the split g,~te8 and weave their way down the steep flight 
of steps to the aW;-:l.i.ting gamelan below like butterflies alighting. 
I can once agai.n walk through to the Puri Saren from Purl Sarenkangin 
without going along the road. The door between the two courtyards is now 
no longer closed. Tj. Oka is in excellent spirits and his part of Puri 
Sarenkangin~ next door to mine, is looking very nice. He takes guests 
and is building a new restaurant outside on the street. It is rather 
modern looking fot my ta8te with a lot of glass windows. I prefer the 
open places Alit , his youngest brother by his father's 
second wife, who is in school, is quite a character. I find him 
friendly and W"dTIlJhearted. He always enjoys watching others work. Alit 
is deemed not clever'J but 1 am not so sure about that. He is certainly 
clever enough to avoid doing anytldng he does not want to do. I rf'..ally 
enjoy his company. (mel he cf.'l"tainly knows a great deal more English than 
he pretends. 
f\dl yesterday and the day before, he was 
t,,\ ,;,:L me, Poor thing, he is so thin and his 
1.\ ;' ~!' ,lfl 0}(1 man. He says he is working in 
help IlLll \.. 11:] w':! 'I, 
11 
"; 
very hard for me to talk to him, or 
..rith me al1d sat while I talked to Tj. 
Putra. F~ve~' -'ldy« hi' '.• " In' 1 think probably they are right. 
They S;Tj '"k: : ·'ang>:'r'ous. He is always so nice and very 
good \<T 1 I hOji 
' . .1 hr'" ~o t come to take me to Sanur as we• f-lii 
: : I ,t i quiet today. I had a new dish for 
iL:.' in coconut milk. Delicious. 
.I~' 'iI went that today is Sunday--now 
aU t':' !IPP. ~~o wonder Berata did not come and 
c\)ll'i~ct !:'ust Offlce is closed. I was so sure it 
was HardilY. 
Aftc;f Jim DarHng, who rrEkes films and lives 
·,w''.. i Putu Taman t who is now my guardian 
,
',' ,"'"10in .', t' me find the place. John was about 
to go to ,'prf"':1nn., °"11 \,./~ - i ; r1 ~-1r:.'le tL~ for a short chat. lie is 
an old type baris dance done by more 
(;\ir rt has not been danced for about 
twenty :/(;;., , ,-,', 'lli.:ntioned in a book by Walter Speis. With 
the help "C ':!"'" ',::i.HL":'C nn q:l;,,; t)l:,~n getting in touch with some of the 
oIde; ./ ta: Ie '0 : at one time to see if it could be performed 
agaLr: EOf T • :) I" .1 
whe:'l ,leI C! rather large spider on the wall of 
my room. "","'r "ich ,'crO"lr~. so I called Putu and asked him if, \ 
it W(it: 'v '1\ 'jd &1id, !lOh weLl, never mind, II and he 
leCt. :'lter(--~:tpd tL"H~ ',{; neither removed it nor squashed it. In 
my own 1101l"'. u.;,VI il 1n an upturned glass and then put 
it in t:it;' 0lJi they are totally accepted, like the 
lizards ami ,uc,;.L'. r .i:Jr) I t 'nind spiders, provided they do not 
bite. 
this evening, and I was offered 
a ieial'} tOlrrists to see and not part 
of any exactly the same group may perform it as 
part a ,it the moment has a dance performance 
every n.l unEc~ and all different. There is 1egong, 
ra ·i?~J~:1af.l, :,n(l I.'(~~an.,,!. 
,,): levL:3ion, a documentary called 
'.;ati;red tourists resorts in Spain, 
3(1 
showing ho'''' the modern highrise is cheek by jowl with seeping sewers, 
rancid rivers, and contaminated beaches. The conmentary was in 
Indonesian, but occ..,;'3.sionally I could heaT the English translation in the 
background. 
September 6, 1983 
It really is quire chilly in the morning, dfld T wear a long-sleeved 
sweatshirt. These four ducks and the cockerels certainly tell us the 
time louder than an al.arm clock at arowld 5:00 a.m. I get up just after 
6:00 a.m. I have been lazy, resting every afternoon and going to bed at 
8:00 p.m. 1 have not wanted to paint yet but have in mind to do the new 
stone lions in frGflt of the palace In the purL 
Berata carne and of[ we went to Denpasar, where we had a very early 
lunch. We went tu the Tandjung Sari Hotel, the Bali Beach Hotel, the 
Sanur Beach Hote1, and the Hyatt, 18-1 ving ten copies of the journal with 
each of them foe sale in their 1!J<''lin shop. Everyone was very nice to us 
and interested in the }look. Who Knows how it will sell? We also left 
another ten copies of the book at the hookstore in Denpasar. 
Bali 1s n.pparently fatrly prosperous at the fOOment. The ninety-day 
rice has made a difference. I also notice that the tourists have 
improved. L have not: seen so many hippy types about. Indeed, none so 
far. 
There WdS a leg0..!!8. daH(,;(~ last nigbt in thepuri. The dancing was 
excellent, though 
mean by this is the 






a litile hit Denpasar, I thought. 
ted by the Asti School of Dance and 
the Ubud and PeHatan style. 
What I 
Drama, 
September 7, 1983 
A Frenchwomen, He1ene. who kne"." Agung long before I did, arrived last 
night with her fri8nd Zet. It is so amazing ttv'!t we are here at the same 
time. Neither us kpew about the wedding or about each other, as we 
had not been in tonch at all. Surely Agung had a hand in it. I went to 
visit them at breakfast time and • Putra was already with them. He 
showed us the wedding invitation. is a dusty rose colored card 
decorated with a Balinese drawing of Rama and Sita sitting together in 
friendly fashion on some gold painted leaves and tendrils, all very 
beautifully done. 
Since it is imperative that we bave new kebayas and sarongs for the 
wedding, I went and bought some pink lace and took it to a girl in the 
market to have it rrade up, [also bought a new sarong. 
Ktut Ci:ime at lunchtime. He looks so frail. I talked to him for a 
while. I thought he said that he would soon die and not see me any more 
after I went UacJ< to llawcdL He said. T trLink, that he will be with Tj. 
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Putra SudJ18sarnU icOlQ t'u (.c',L:'t;yanl, who is already dead. I was so 
upset r "'-event myself from crying. He, said he was happy 
but very '·'V"'~~"." 
could 
a !d. He works in the IOOrning, so he says. 
WhilE' [ was fro!:'! 
f' ; ()() p. rn.
Puri J'llUffihul came and asked me to 
dinner tc-ifinlTuw I sha11 dress Balinese and she will 
probably be Ln ')! 
morning about eight people were receiving 
Some old and some young. They put their 
uDney, took the money out, 
Post OftAt 
money 
cnve i Pl'':' \·h.lCh held the 
now a receipt), and also put their fingerprints 
I,,:mf' Ln !"!1' , ')g book. It: is for some sort of pension, I 
I St._l L1 ha'lf~n ~ t like painting yet. I want to get all the 
business pal':: don,,: first. ~. 1:3ve to go to Blahbatuh to deliver a 
package, l.L must ',"Bit till Thursday. A messenger arrived with a note 
from &:ratn that he' wouLl ::.:all lor us at 4:30 p.m. to go to a festival in 
Peliatan. Hel!'~nc, '7.et, ~~re driven by Berata to Pe1iatan where we 
picked rht~ thr,:,,' ny ___....."".,~.t dancers, aged ten, eleven, and twelve, 
respecti vely, from where theif make-up had been put on. They 
had been Berata ' 8 daughter. This is their first 
performance, and given in the temple as part of the 
mustc 
t.e:l:r< 1."., s:)eci.'~l for the Peliatan Gong and for dance and 
liener~, :, up to the temple are almost as high as 
Helene she there at exactly the right time, sunset, 
&'1d everyone ""'a~ Ill'inging in offerings. There was a masked dance during 
which some of the e Wf-~re praying, and finally thB legong dancers 
also prayed. The tlrr",:t" little girls danced on the bare earth floor of 
the temple wlth 1~ Eor the gamelan in the bale at the side 
for il1umination. '1'1--,: ",a"" (j dance for the spirits,. gods, ancestors, 
what you wl.l t, Scc was not important, only the tiny dancers in 
their v gold···pa.Lnted sarongs of crimson and headdresses topped with 
fragrant hlossoll1s dane. for the delight and approbation of the spirits. 
September 8, 1983 
Oh dear, 1 !J;Wfc' son: throat and am chilly. I have a cold. I 
wonder wh~re I got. it. r do nothing but sneeze. I gave Tj. Mas of Puri 
Me~qra a copy of and Vie ha.d a long chat. He has finished his'";'j 
autobi.ography. 'X'3,,' it typed up in Indonesian. He says he will 
have it typed up a fi.na:. I told him that if he gave me a copy, 
I would take L t,) the c)on':heast Asian Studies Program at the University 
of Hawaii and see if they wished to publish it. Of course, I do not know 
MwllElt it i..~~ like at all If it is very good I will see if the University 
Press ,,ri.D make :.1 book uf i L I would think it might be very interesting 
indeed at> hr.~ Ls not ::]c' very much younger than his uncle, Tj. Agung. I 
believe sO!'[le of the eveflts in their lives run parallel. Tj. Mas 
travelled ,,1 greFit deal an,; Jived in the United States for a number of 
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years teaching music at V.C.LA. How could it fail to be interesting? 
The bridge at Campuan is getting very shaky. It is almost exactly 
ten years old. They have begun to bund a new one at its side, which at 
the moment LS just a wooden scaffolding. Huge trunks of palm trees are 
used as uprights. It: is terrHying to watch the men tying it all 
together. 1bere is no safety equipment of any kind and the river below 
is more rocks than river, No one knows for sure if there will be two 
bridges or if they will sell the old one, or rather the bits of the old 
one that ('..an be used agl:iin. 
The dinner p.-'ll"ty at Gung Rai' s was lovely. There were ten of us in 
all,and the .!~le W'dS decorated just. like it was for Agung's parties. We 
were an Australtan, a (;erman, 3n AmerLc..an, and myself, English; an 
astrologist who L3 on a "lecture tour, a biophysicist, and a girl, Nina, 
who is studytng legon.£. C;ung 1(,ai' s food is always delicious. After 
dinner some of the guests ,,vaL1<ed to PeHatan to see Prembotl (like arja). 
I did not go, although I was sorely tempted; my cold was really 
terrible. Next time 1 corne to Bali and there is something like ar ja that 
I want to see in PelJ:Jtan or r1:'1S, I shall Cirrange to spend the night 
there. I can't thi.nk why T never thought of that before, but up till now 
it has not always been so easy to find a place to stay. 
September 9, 1983 
I wish very nmch I t-.:u gone to Peliatan last night, as I hear it was 
very good, but I sti.ll dl." t f~el at 111 well. Beh! Too bad. 
I went to see Cum; Ad Mas, my dance teacher. She gave me so much 
delicious food th.at I did not need any lunch. I then went to the 
frame-maker and we chose a design in rosy-colored wood for the painting 
of the Melast.i, the ceremonies on the beach for Agungts spirit, which I 
am giving Tj. Putra for llis wedding present. I sat in the frame-maker's 
courtyard and drew two pigs, mother and son~ tied to adjacent trees in 
one corner of the courtyard. They were so happy, occasionally exchanging 
grunts and nudge~" I aqnaged to do most of the drawing before they were 
fed, after which they promptly fell asleep. I did some of the painting, 
too, before I left. is very very hot today, so being under the trees 
was the best thing. After dinner I bought a ticket and went to see 
abimanyu, which Ls tourists. It was excellent. They do it 
every week. There was n.l'so and baris, all very good. 
September lOt 1983 
I feel so much r..etter t::hat I arn.1etermined to venture to Blahbatuh, 
to see Mrs. 1rawL'rl< Her husband is in Hawaii and sent her a parcel by 
me. Both she and her husbdnd are doctors, and her husband is taking a 
course at the University of dawaH. After breakfast I took a bema to 
Saka and then changed to another. lJ1ahbfttuh is not far, indeed, and the 
l ..... ·se p~gA very large Bal~ne . 
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Health Center is on the road f so I didn't have to cross rice fields. 
Mrs. Irawan was out. "running," I was t()ld. This is the day in the year 
when everyone "runs." All new to 'D€'. They said it would be about an 
hour and a half before she got back, so I went off for a walk around 
Blahbatuh and discovered a £!:!!,i full to the brim with orchids of every 
description. It was just gorgeous, and I asked if I might wander round. 
Everything was exceedingly orderly and the buildings wonderfully painted 
and carved 'lnd gold-leafed. 1 talked a while with the charming host, who 
kindly explained some Lc the carvings. On my return to the Health 
Center, Mrs. TraW-aIl had returned and we had a delicious lunch after which 
I left taking all sorts of nice gifts of fruit and }rrupuk back with me to 
the pud. I gave them to GusH Rat, but she insisted that I take them in 
to the Puri Saren and 'Pun Sal'enkauhft 
September 10, 1983 
Atun, Agung's daughter, is here again, so I took my painting of the 
men reading the lontaI':' at the Second Cremation ceremonies for Agung into 
the puri to gj ve to her. She had wanted it at the time, but it was not 
finished. 
I went to see Nina helve 3 legong dance lesson. She is an excellent 
dancer with lots {)f f'ee1ing and a bf>..autiful long slender body. She 
wanted me to "how Df'r the dance, which I did, not too well as I had 
no music. She said th"'lt Rili teaches Peliatan style and it is much 
Illore diffkult, so she to Ubud style. I then went to see Gung 
Ari and left her a cop',' my journal for her hotel. She is so busy with 
her restaurant and buH ding a new house that she says she has no time at 
present to give mf' ,-lance lesson. 
I went to Gung Rai to give her a copy of Agung's book. We talked of 
Agung. She said that Tj. Ali.t, her husband, was Agung's "boy" before 
Berata, and at night Agung would sit on h.is bed with all his papers round 
him reading <'md writing dnd Tj. AUt had to hold the lamp so he could 
see. Every now and then Ali.t would go to sleep and his head would drop 
forward and the lamp to fall. It is a miracle that there was never 
a fire. Gung f<.ai said she was with Agllllg for the twelve days before he 
died but that she had not known that he would die. Agung was very ill 
and was propped against the wall. with intravenous tubes in his arms. He 
told her to stay with him all the time. Benlta's father also was there 
all the time. Sudden.ly W(~ both began to cry and neither of us could 
stop. We both misu him very much )'md carmot talk of him without 
weeping. It \J<;tS a terrible ex.perience for her. I think she may become a 
very holy woman and ·lerywise. She enjoys studying the lontars. Her 
grandfather was a very llOly man who woul d go at lI'~idnight to pray in the 
temple at Kedewatan OT tJlt: Nonkey Forest. At his death a priest arrived 
from India to w:.-'lsh his body" after \1hich he left. Her mother was 
pregnant with her at Selat \\<'l1en Agung fled there with the Holy Weapons, 
the story whi.ch is tOld in his Reminiscences. He had to find a safe 
place to ilide tneJTI when t'le Dutch were trying t;----;egain control of Bali 
after World War n. Gung and 1 decided we \.Jould like to visit the 
places Agung went in his flight from Ubud. 
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I Later in the afternoon [ walked down to see Berata at Ubud Inn.
 
was lucky to find him in. He has such a beautiful garden and well-built
 
BaUnese style houses; the windows are screened with mesh against
 
mosquitos. Berata told ll)(~ to buy net in Peliatan to cover the louvers in
 
my room. is so lovely to sit on his verandah and watch the ducks in
 
the .sawah~. I can go there whenever I want, SO shall perhaps do a
 
painting. He has two of my paintings at the Ubud Inn, and I am so 
pleased he Liked the flew one I did of the pigs at the frame-makers. It 
Js not quite finished yet. 
September 11, 1983 
Gung Sri, daughter of Gung Isteri Asmari of my courtyard, is here 
today. She is the fiancee of Tj. Putra and will marry him on October 
28. It makes me a sort '.)f in-law, grandmother-in-law, probably. 
1 went to PeLiatan , walking there by the back lane-very cool. 
Njon~~ Varsl, the painter, looked over the wall to see what all the 
commotion with the dogs was and asked me in to his house to see his 
paintJngs, and those of his brother. The back lanes are the most fun, so 
little has changed there, at least outwardly. Inside their courtyards, 
because of the competition to beautify the village, most of the people 
have dag cesspools 8.nd put in some sort of bathroom, and some of them 
have television to brighten their lives with the appalling world news, 
but otherwise aU is much as it was. 
The shop sold me three meters of white net with a pattern on it for 
Rp. 3,000. As I was about to catch a bema back, Berata drove by and gave 
me a lift. "Not the right sort of net,"he said, and showed me some 
plain £1e1:, which was exactly what I had been looking for. He says he 
will it for me, but then I shall be left with my three meters of 
patterned net. Oh well. After lunch I walked to Campuan to swim at the 
hotel. When I got back home, Gung Niang from Puri Sarenkauh wa'3 there 
chatting "'"ith her daughter. Gung Isteri Asmari t about Gung Isteri I s 
daughter, the brjde j I expect. I was given that delicious hot sago and 
coconut milk again. One 1xJy is chopping the husks off coconuts and 
another is .in the kitchen pounding meat and spices. A third boy is 
washing the disne",; :md pots and pans with the coconut husks, which they 
use as scrubbers. Gusti ~]tu is also helping, carrying dishes back and 
forth. Everyone is especially busy because Gung Isteri Asmari and Gung 
Sri are here from Denpasar and there is more cooking to be done; also it 
is Sunday, so the boys are not in school. 
Now I have the usual sort of message-or no message. Gung Sri says I 
am to go to dinner toni.ght with Atun and Tj. Putra and Helene and Zet. I 
had heard not a word from anyone, so I went into the Puri Saren. Tj. 
Putra said nothing, Tj. Gde nothing, and Gung Niang nothing-so who 
knows? 1 went back home and Gung Sri said, yes, definitely, to dinner 
tonight. 
TIl(~ dinner is not tonight; i.t is tomorrow. Having said I would be 
out to dinner, I went and ate dinner out. 
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September 12, 19&.1 
I very much doubt dinner win be tv; ..ight either, so I don't intend to 
cancel dinner here. wasn't feeling very well today, even went to the 
clinic, but i.t was too full. My throat is not right and I cough 
terribly. Oh dear. Helene asked me I wanted to go to the temple at 
Besakih, but T said no. [f: I go, it will be to pray, and I cannot do 
that with other people around whom I know. Also I might want to draw. 
Berata lIEt lIE on the road, so I went with him t.o Ubud Inn and had hot 
lemon and then coffee a.nd a nice long taik. He played the cungklik while 
I sat allowing the harmony of music, garden, and rice fields to merge and 
envelope me. 
For young Balinese, I was told, trying to make out with girls is not 
easy, because if the gL-l pregnant the boy must marry her. Also, it 
is very difficult for a couple to find any place to be alone without 
everyone knowi.ng. To i:l Balinese, it is impossible to understand how 
parents can al10\01 their children to live with someone before marriage, 
even if they are positive there wHl be no children. If a couple is 
engaged to be trJElrrL\:!d, it is permitted that they sleep together 
occasionally, but U.ving together without being married is out of the 
question. I think Lha.t lack of responsibility on the part of the man for 
the women is outside their experience. Bali marriage is a very heavy 
responsibility for the ma,'.. From my point of view, it also a very 
heavy responsi.biHcy for woman. She must bear the children, cook, 
spin the lOOney Gilt.., and try and keep the man happy-this last the most 
difficult of the lot, ntis may be why I never married. 
After lunch I i"alked to the Post Office and on the way back did a 
drawing of a and the courtyard beyond. It ~~s very hot, but 
someone from the courtyard opposite brought me a chair. I managed to do 
SOlIE of the paint:lng dS wen, with a large audience from up and down the 
lane. w'hen I got back I discovered that we are all going to Campuan 
Hotel for dinner I dashed back to my courtyard to let them know 
before they cooked up a storm. 1: hope I r..aught them in time. 
Tj. Putra drove us to Ca'llpuan~ me in Balinese dress as I would have 
done for Agung, Helene in a long dress and a sash, and Zet in a 
long-sleeved Tahitian muumuu. Atur, was in \.vestern dress, and Tj. Putra 
wore a beautiful o,'ltik shirt and. dark trousers. We had a lot of fun, 
laughing and giggling and teasing Tj • Putra about his honeymoon-monkey 
business in the Monk.ey Furest, etc. 
September 13, 1983 
I practked t.be! Y~lh{).£ dance and then did nothing all day but read 
















September 14, 1983 
Rain this lOOming, the first we have had. Walked to the Post Office 
and when I got back I practiced the tumbulilingan dance. I had an early 
lunch and went wi-th Helene and Zet to Denpasar where I bought a wanji, a 
small table on which to put offerings, and a tortoise-shell spoon with a 
carved handle. The ~JOkstore was closed. I had a terrible headache and 
went straight to bed at 4: 30 and did not have supper. I slept till 
morning. 
September 15, 1983 
It is lIErket day. I think I may have to leave my courtyard for a 
while, as two ducks are lying under the tree tied together by the feet, 
and I fear for their U ves and hate to see them thus doomed. I went to 
the market with my Balinese gold ring to have it mended. It is ten years 
old and needs ttghtening up round the stone and snoothing where it 
catches on my cluthes. I waited while the goldsmith did it at an 
exceedingly low cost. 1 have ~;n spending a good deal of time with 
Helene. She VdS Agung i s friend long before I met him and is very good 
company. 
It is very overcast and rainy, so I decided to walk to Sayan. On the 
way there were many people returning home from the market with heavy 
loads of produce. One rl knew me qui.te well, as she had been a child 
in the puri when I was Erst here. Her mother stopped to bathe in the 
large swift flowing irrigation channel near Sayan while we talked 
together. Both had huge full baskets which they hefted onto their heads 
before finally setting for horne. It is a long walk with some very 
steep climbs up and down. I came back a different way, corning out onto 
the road above the Campuan Hotel. 
The new bridge by Hurni' 8 Restaurant is coming along with a lot IOOre 
scaffolding in place, but it still looks very ha7~dous indeed. I went 
into Murni I s and vas given a royal welcome, coffee and cake. I talked 
with her husband, who is a writer of unsellable novels, so he says. He 
said my book weU. A visitor asked which was my book and promptly 
bought it and asked [or my signature. Amazing but gratifying. He said, 
"I like your st.yle." 
September 16, 1983 
It rained hard earIj • I went to see Tjanderi, who has a very popular 
"Home Stay" in Ubud. (Home Stays are the Balinese equivalent of the 
English Bed and Breakfast accollllJ'l()dat:i..on.) She gave me coffee and 
delicious thick new bn!fld wit:h peanut butter and sugar-very lavish. 
gave her a copy of Illy journal and asked thqt she leave it around for her 
guests to read. This the only way I c.qn think of to let people know 
that the book exists. She.i.E; having one of her bal~ rebuilt-very much 




The Baris Cde in the temple at Batur 
(~6 
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daughter-all so grown up and adult. When I was first here they were 
l.ittle children. '0"'0 policemen C3.lne int one of whom was a relative. 
They also enjoyed the peanut butter and 9ugar. 
I walked to the Post Office ~t nearly two o'clock, which is closing 
time. The Postmaster says he must often st.ay very late to finish all the 
work, etc. It is also used Lo give out licenses, so there is a lot of 
bookkeeping besides stamps, parcels t and letters. 
Ear1Y this lIlOrning they were praetk ing gamelan next door. They were 
haVing a dance prac.tice$ and twenty or so young girls were making 
palm-leaf decorations and flower offerings. I sat and watched. This 
dance is a new type of kecak, actlkLLly not unlike janger in parts. This 
is the last rehelr,~l, anJ tIley will perform tOllight for schoolchildren 
from Gianjar and Ubud in the ~antil~ (meeting house) here. 
After lunch went to Cung Ari f s, as T knew she would also be making 
offerings and would let me try. It is easy to learn from her. She gave 
me, all hot from the steamer> something paste-like, wrapped in a banana 
leaf, made of coconut, chili, and spices and the small green leaf of a 
herb. Very delicious. Her offerings are partly for Saraswati, the 
Goddess of Learning, and partly for a temple festival in Peliatan, her 
parents' home. 
Later I ·...as sitting in Puri Saren when John Darling came in and said 
they were about to have a meeting with Tj, Putra about organizing the 
Baris Lelampahan. Eventually there were ten of us, among whom were some 
old dancers and teach~rG of baris anJ two gong leaders. Apparently we 
already have he:c in Ubud the special gong needed but no one knows the 
special tunes, so they must find a teacher for that. It ended up that 
they will all look for people who remember the dance and music, probably 
from Batur, and as soon as someone comes Eorward they will begin to 
practice. The dancers f of course, will be IIDstly experienced older men. 
The gamelan players will be a mixture of the best from several gamelans. 
I am sure that approaching the right person, without offending anyone 
else, and obtaining permission for the players from the respective 
gamelans for leave of absence while th<,:y work On the new Baris is a long 
and delicate pi.ece of 140rk. So the meeting was a very long one, and Tj. 
Putra presided with a sense of humor and patienc.e which would have much 
pleased his father. I crept 3vlf3>Y before the end as I was getting cramped 
and it was near1y dinnf;~r time. 
September 17, 1983 
I walked to Berata' s. gave me delicious pancakes with sugar and 
lemon and coconut" Wi:: plan to g(, to Denpasar on Monday and arrange to 
have the Bali edition of's RE!n1iniscel}ces. pllblished. On Tuesday, 
all of us wiLi go to Kedison llage and pick LIp Helene's carved Balinese 
doors, which she had made her by B';rd.ta I s father and uncle for the 
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house she had planned to build in Bali. She is not now going to build a 
house, so we will take them to Mas to be sold. 
On the way back I met Njoman (Jka and said I wanted to give him a copy 
of my journaL His guest said she also wanted a copy, so they came back 
to the puri with me. 
Gung Isteri and Tj. Gde of my puri are here today, as it is Saraswati 
Day and tbey wH 1 pray in the house temple. This is the day for blessing 
books and lE'.arning~ and the schoolchildren all took their books to school 
with wany offerings of fruit and flowers. I had some lawa for lunch with 
a dark green leaf in and I th:Lnk it gives me an allergic reaction. I 
did not feel too marvellous afterwards. I took a bema to see the 
offerings in the temple at PeLLatan. There will be topeng tonight, 
wayang kulit::;. tomorrow, then janger the night after, which I very much 
want to see as I have not yet seen it. On the last night there will be 
arja. 'There is wayang kullt tonight in Ubud. 
September 18, 1983 
Oh dear. Ktnt was the first thing I saw on opening my curtains this 
morning at daylight. He stayed around till 9:30 while I was trying to 
proofread Agung I s book. 1: did manage to chat with him for a bit. I took 
him to the ~.£E.J..l!l..R across the road, and I had a hot orange while he ate 
four hana.Jk'1s. T was quite amazed. 1 do think he is hungry. I made sure 
he W'dS given nasi kuning here in the puri. I am sure they would have 
given it to him anyway, but I wanted to be certain. I wish I knew what 
to do for him-just speak to him occasionally, I think, and make him feel 
useful. I eventually retired to my room where it is cooler and did a bit 
more proofreading. Later in the day I walked up to the Campuan Hotel and 
bathed in the river, since the pool was being cleaned. The water was 
surprisingly not too cold but running very swiftly. It was hard not to 
lose one's grip. The bottom is all large stones, some smooth and some 
sharp and all very light and moveable, being lava, I suppose. Only the 
very big rocks are stable. 1 YrdS feeling extravagant afterwards and had 
a drink at Campuan and then walked down to Murni' s where I had a sandwich 
and tea and maybe sold another couple books while chatting with some 
tourists. 
We have TV every evening in my puri, and I watch. They show American 
cartoons, Pluto, PLC., which I enjoy. Also they showed oil refinery 
equipment arr:ivLlg in Timor. I have noticed a few oil men, complete with 
tattoos. They are not as considerate of Balinese ways as one would 
wish. They only really want women and drink, in that order, and think 
L'ecause they have loads of money that they can have anything they wish. 
They probably can in Denpasar, as in any other city, but I doubt if they 
are too successful in the villages. 
September 19 ~ 1983 
Benita came and collected me and we went to MurnJ' s first and left 
her forty books. She had only one copy left. We then went to the 
printer and arranged to publish Agung's bcJok. Berata said he would not 
take his commtsslon, 30 I do not have to pay quite so much. In two weeks 
I ,..aD proofread it. Seelll"l very quick to me. We are very pleased; it all 
seemed so easy. We had lamb sate and rice and curry gravy-the best food 
I have eaten in Ball. I think. 
I asked Berata if Agung is no,,"' always in the Marajan Agung (house 
temple of Purl Saren) or only at the time of the festivals. He said he 
always there--but he also said that he is sure that Agung is in the 
temple at Campuan because that is what he liked best. He said a Western 
friend who had loved Agung and who understood him very well, and was a 
deep thinker, went every day to pray in ()ampuan temple and eventually 
Agung appeared beside hJJll very clearly, bl1t vlhen he looked again, he ws 
gone. So the Westerner is sure Agung there. Berata said I should go 
and pray there, and I wir;., but I do not expect to see Agung-he knows it 
would scare me.-.--but I want to ten him about his book, even though I am 
sure he knows already. I thin} 'le was arranging it all the time. 
I went by myself to PeHatan t~ St~e the performa.nce of janger. As I 
was walking a BalInese on a nKltorbike came by and gave me a lift, so I 
arrived rather early, a L a bout 7; 0), and it would probably not start till 
9:00. I bought my ticket tor l\p. 500. a numbered seat very close to the 
front. 1 was asked. if I '-o'Jld like to watch them dressing, and of course 
I said yes and Via,.; taken d(IWn the road and into a courtyard where two 
verandahs were jammed wi.th young girls and young men, all very happy. I 
watched for a ,,,hUe and then went to a _\>lan.mg and had coffee and cake. 
While I was there, an aId.Eor Balinese man with long silky white wvy hair 
and a cherubic face came in a'ld we began to talk. He said he knew who I 
ws and that I had writr.en i\gung's book. He said he had gone to school 
with Agung in Denpasar. His name was Danny. He remembered Agung's 
father, "very great strong king." \ve were very pleased to meet one 
another. 
The dance began about 9: 15 p.m. and finished around 11 :00. I stayed 
a few seconds to see the dancers. and when I walked home everyone had 
gone already and I W'J.S totally alone. It wasn't spooky at first. The 
moon was big and bright, hut as I to the crossroads I remembered all 
the stories about crussroads and how that is where the offerings to the 
evils spirits are made. Ahead of me two white figures were visible in 
the gloom and t:hen they disappeared. T thought to myself, if they are 
not in front of me when I ::l1rn t~at. cornp.r, I shall really be a bit 
scared, but when T tHrnl~d <:t1e c,xner I could see them in front of me and 
hear their footfal':'s. I even almost. c:.a.ught up with them and called to 
them but they w0uld not speak to me. They turned off the road, 
presumably to go to house. I t.ried English and Indonesian, but I 




rather to my relief. There is at:.:@. tomorrow, which won't start till 
10:30 p.m•• arid I doubt if I'll make it to that. 
September 20, 1983 
Berata collected me at 9:00. Helene and I sat in the back of his 
open truck. The road is not much better than it ever was. Tegallalan 
looked as though an effort had been nade at brightening it up. Sebatu 
was a mass of flowers and new trees. Kedison was very neat and tidy but 
otherwise much the .same. Perata I s puri has some beautiful Balinese style 
bales in it. We &'\t and talked with Berata I s father and older brother, 
Puspa. who is one of the handsomest of ~n. We were to have collected 
Helene's carved doors so that she could take them to Mas to be sold, but 
they wouldn It fit in the truck. I must say I was much amused. So we had 
coffee and cake and came back rather earlier than we expected. I walked 
to the Post Office and continued on to finish my painting of the 
courtyard through the gateway. rrwo paintings in three weeks is not 
much. There was a small procession taking a god chair to Campuan this 
evening. Tomorrow there is a big procession. and we will all go and 
pray. Nina came and we went out to dinner. 
September 21, 1983 
I hadn It the strength last night to stay awake till 10:00 and then 
walk to Pel iatan for arja.U there is ever a next time, I will go over 
there during the day and spp, d the night there. 1 didn't think of that 
in time. Also it would be good to leave one of my books there in the 
puri. How shrill I ever pubUsh arlOther part of my journal? I don t t 
think it wOlLld sell 1.'\ two parts. Surely no one would buy two books at a 
time. AnywdY t I went to Puri Mumbul to give a book to Napi Orti, the new 
tourist infoTTIlfJtion office and newspaper. Then I went to see Gung Rai. 
There she was sitting croE's·-legged, playing cards, a kind of dominoes 
with four others. It was a lot of fun. I can play, but I am a bit 
slow. I just watched. G1.Ulg Rai asked me to eat, but I said no. Then 
she said "Balinese food, II and of course I can't refuse that. We had 
green vegetables in a soup, all hot, dce, green vegetable lawa, fish 
cooked in a banana leaf and steamed wIth spices, and corn fritters-but 
the latter like you never get anywhere else. I am afraid I ate four. 
I stopped off to see GIIDg Ari Mas, who was sitting high up on the 
second floor of her unfinished new house beneath the uncut alang alang 
roof making palm-le:.f offeri.ngs. Apparently the roof cannot be trinmed 
till after a lot or heavy rain, which will make It "sit down." I made 
quite a few offerings anJ lhen went hOlre for a sleep. At 3:00 p.m. I 
leapt out bed. to watch a procession tl.l Campuan and after half an hour 
another procession. was much confusion as to whether I should 
dress and go or ,,""tU:. the end I went with Gusti Putu who was carrying 
the offering, I got there about 4:30, and it W"dS very, very beautiful. 







A dancer in the Harong dance at Batubulan 
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side and those trom 'TaJII311 on the other. Another procession arr i ved from 
Pedangtigal. Ul th<o Sinal1 boys were in full costume, some with the 
kris. They brought Yli~th them a Boar Barong and Rangda and another mask I 
did not know. There was also the fi~~:lrine of a man and a woman made of 
Chinese coins. At around 7:00 p.m. the :;('danda CaBle and also Tj. Putra 
and his brothers and 311 the family arriv~d~ The most revered member of 
the family is Tj .. Ungscer frOlf] Puri Kantor. T prayed with the family 
and then we aLl Cli!l{~ horne. 
September 22, 1983 
I went to f'''3tubularl to see the J~'l.rong dance performed for tourists. 
It is as good as ever and, as usual, T was far too engrossed to make 
drawings. Oh, well. K.erata picked me up on his way back from Denpasar. 
In the late afternoon I walked dO\l.'n to the Ubud Inn. It was so quiet and 
peaceful that 1 jllst sat then~ in a daze. was dusk and one could hear 
the kulkul in the distance and even soml~ chanting and occasionally the 
chattering and harsh ba;'ks of the 1110nkeys in the Monkey Forest as they 
settle for the nigh1:.. .l wi1S told that the King Monkey was especially 
bad-tempered and had bitten a lot of people, both vistors and Balinese, 
and that fOUf days "go thE' :nen went with knives and tempted him to attack 
them and then they killed him. Because of this there is now a new king. 
I feel sorry for the old king and said I thought he must have felt very 
threatem~d by so many yeople i.nvading his territory, but Berata said no, 
just old and H l.i.ttle htt Rl'.k. 
Helene and arr l vel' d!>.(:! Berata' s wife came and cooked dinner for 
us. Such fcmtastLc food-·-a vegetable soup ma.de with coconut milk, 
spicy beef in a gnvYt green beans in coconut milk, some hean shoots with 
peanuts t and a dish I: i18rd-blJiled .::!ggs with chopped pink onion. 
After dinner we ,vent. t:) the temple festi val in Pedangtigal. Topeng 
was in progress in the .w':lO.~}J~an. opposite the temple, which is open on all 
sides with a di.Y"1. floor and dim lighting, just like in the old days. 
Apparently the tORen£. dancer was talking philosophy, wearing many 
different masks and assuming mdny different characters. 
We went i.llto the outer courtyard of the temple where the lighting, 
although soft~ has ,Erected to the lna.c;ks of the Boar Barong and the 
Rangda up i.n : he bale. In the inner courtyard every inch of space 
on the floor and ill;; up and arowld the bales like a vine in 
fert.ile ground! the were praying. For nearly an hour they prayed, 
the full moon bright ·;,.n the clecir sky and the gamelan playing softly 
outside. Berata took us back to the Ubud Inn for the night. I had a 
vivid dream of being tn ::1 big palace and someone telling IOO we 
must all le:w,~ in (J;K, hOllr. Then a woman, or girl, woke me saying, 
"Leave now," and I 'dok,~ mycK~lf up &1ying, "No, no, not yet." It was very 
real. r know T woke myself lip pcotesting. 
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September 23, 1983 
It is a gorg('!Ous early morning and such a change to be out in a rice 
field instead of in the vi.Hage. I watch'..::d the farmers cutting the grass 
along the ridges bctwe(~n the rice fields and scaring birds with wooden 
clackers and shouts. They only have to do this when the lllilk is in the 
seed, when .it is very tiny and yowlg. After that the birds are not so 
interested and anyway there is enough for all. I have just been told 
that if a tailless lizard comes and visits one of the fighting cocks, 
then for sure the cock win win--well. not always! 
Helene and Zet went aLf again to put her carved doors into a shop in 
Mas to be sold. She changed her mind about building a house here when 
Agung died. 
Now it is 11: 30 and the children are coming for the second session of 
schoo1 4 The first session begins arotmd 7:00 3.m. It is the smaller 
ones who go to the first session. 
The farmer is "til] cutt ing grass for tus cow. He uses a 
short-handled curved knHe, a Slll.::l.1l sickle, and every now and again 
he pops up to yell yet again at the birds. T left aroWld midday. 
After dinner I went with Gust] Putu Taman to the temple in 
Pedangtigal again. Kecak was just beginning, a rather shortened 
version. I went tnto the r:emple and did a drawing. Not very good but 
using a thicl<er pen than usue.), 
September 24 p 1983 
I bought eggs f dried milk, and tea and after llmc;~ took the bema to 
Kedewatan to see Ktut's family. It was very hot. I saw Ktut's father 
and mother and his little girl, Seramut t now about five years old. Ktut 
was also there and looked tired but okay. His brother's children, a boy 
and girl, were there and also two teenagers not yet married t who I think 
are Ktut's sisters. Ail looked very healthy and happy. I know it must 
be very hard for them~ i.ndeed, with Ktut in his precarious state of 
health. We had coffee and bananas. I stayed about an hour and then came 
back. 
Atun 1.8 here from Surabaya ('.specially to say goodbye to Helene-so 
lovely of her to m..1.ke that long journey, so like Agung. 
In the evening T played Scrabble in French with the two French 
ladies, I very won. It surprised me how many French words I 
stH i knew. While \-IP were playing, Gung Niang and Atun asked us to come 
over and wacch TV, ,18 there was a sort of drama called Tjupat. Tjupat is 
a rajah who stupH, * and vain but. has a good heart. His people 
are threatened by a marl-ca,ting Garuda, lli1d so he thinks up a plan to 
trick the gia.nt bird. He digs d hcle and then tempts the Garuda to 
come and eat him. TI\f' Garuet:" i.n anticipation of a big dinner, joyfully 
makes a dash for the plump rajah and neatly into the hole where he 
is prompt1y ,lisp,", tched • 
September 25, 1985 
T am tired today. "[ cltt'1ned Tj. Putra Sudharsana' s carving of the 
alu, a sort of short-nosed crocodile. It is made of wood and stands on 
the verandah opposite mine. "[ used a tCXJthbrush and a bamboo stick, 
water and a cloth. I like his ;'jimple lines-to me he really has spirit. 
I like t.o give him a Hower most days, sort of as a remembrance of Tj. 
Putra Sudharsana. It is his daughter, Gung Sri, who will be marrying Tj. 
Putra in Puri Saren. "[ went to Puri Saren for lunch and found the whole 
family on the verandahs of the bales behind the main house-Tjokordas 
Putra, Oka, and Gde and Atun and Gung Niang-in fact, all of them except 
the second and third wives of Agung, one of whom is in Denpasar and the 
other in Surabaja. Wt~ made a very jolly party. Tj. Gde, Agung's 
youngest son, has nearly finished three years of university, 
concentrating on economics. He wants first to take a job for a year or 
so and If'..arn English and then go to university in the United States for 
graduate studIes. He is not as clever at languages as Tj. Putra, so must 
learn better English first. 
Atun was telling us that the bus from Surabaja is very nice; they 
serve hot coffee and box dinners, the SE~ts are comfortable, and there is 
even TV. f wonder what Agung would have thought of that. He liked to 
talk to the driver. 
Gusti Putu Taman, who is 3bout twenty-one years old, said that he and 
his Art School students went by bus to Jakarta. It took three days from 
Surabaja and they slept on the bus, only stopping to eat, look at 
interesting places, or go to the bathroom. They had two days sightseeing 
and going to art galleries in Jakarta and then came back again. He said 
he slept for three days afterwards and no one went to school. Not 
surprising. 
I was talking to a Westerner about a Balinese gamelan group in, 
England, wh.ich apparently gave a performance of excellent quality. I 
asked if they wore sarongs, and with disgust the man said that no, he 
hated people who ap0d others and it would have been pretentious for them 
to wear Balinese dress. T said "[ disagreed and that I thought it was all 
part of the ambience, flavor, and atmosphere of the whole thing. He 
totally disagreed and went on at some length about non-Balinese who wear 
Balinese dress, whether in or out of Bali. I find either way is 
acceptable. "[ agree that it is not of paramount importance to a 
performance, but the presentation is visual as well as oral, so what is 
worn is important. As for adopting local dress, I think it depends on 
the host Cowltry and what they prefer. One should respect local 
feelings, and in &9.li they prefer that one wears a sarong. 
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Oh well, i.t is of little importance anyway. 'This man was about to 
reprimand some ethnomusicologist for calling a cungklik an angkl~ at 
the performance in England. Very few people there, if any, would have 
known the difference anyway. From my research for this journal the reong 
angklung, or l':.lel.!teng, is a smaller type of gamelan with metal keys used 
in processions. There is another type of ~ngklung which is entirely made 
of bamboo and is canied in the hand and shaken. 
What is it ~bout the girls who come here to study the dance? They 
are like fanatics. almost killing themselves in their determination. In 
consequence they overdo, become too intense, tie themselves in knots, and 
get lost. One cannot dance that way. Very odd. 
One feature I find interesting is that some foreigners in Bali wear 
fantastic woolly forests of hair under their arms, and I am curious to 
know why they wish to smell so bad. 'Would they perform on a stage like 
that? In a cold country I could understand it since that is presumably 
why one grows it in the first place, but people in the tropics are often 
hairless for good reason. 
September 26, 1983 
It is Kajan KHon today, special offering day, so maybe I'll pray in the 
house tempIe this evening. '/be pool at Campuan Hotel is still being 
cleaned, so T went down to s\IIim in the river below. The last part is 
steep and slippery but It is worth it. I am very careful as I know how 
easy it is to break one's toes or graze the skin. I sit on the rough 
gravel at the edge ann ease myself into the water holding fast to the big 
boulders. The large round stones at the bottom of the river shift and 
move when you put a foot on them. They don't seem firmly anchored at 
all, and the current is very strong. One must hang onto something if one 
is not to be swept down the river. Of course, to lie there holding a 
rock on either side with the water rushing by is marvelous.I do not go 
into the pool where the two rivers meet, as that is where all the 
Balinese go and they would find me a dreadful embarassment. Very few 
people can see the place where I bathe. It is one of the crossing places 
but less used than the one just a few feet further down the river. 
After dinner T walked toward the Monkey Forest and saw the sky 11t up 
and flickering over Mt. Batukaru. 'We all wondered what was happening 
there, but tt ~lSt have been sheet lightning as no one has since 
mentioned eruptions. \Vben I got back there was a performance of legong 
going on in the .E!lri. and I sat on the steps of the bale to watch. I put 
my cardigan and spectacle case down beside me and then as I got 
interested [ moved closer. When I IlXlved back at the end of the 
performance the cardigan and 0'18e were gone. I think it was a group of 
young boys who were later lmppily smoking the clove cigarettes called 
kretek, doubtless mine, hut it was entirely my own fault. One should not 
leave things around unattended, as "findj.ngs are keepings" and eyes are 
very sharp. Ten years ago it was not like that. but then a lot of other 
things were not the :3alIle either. 
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September 27 , 1983 
I have dt..'Cided to go to Bangli today to see my friend Linda Connor, 
an Australian anthropologist I met dt the East-West Center in Honolulu 
when she was showing nne of her films. Tf I wait, T may never go, as the 
preparations for the wedding wi 11 start and that will be it. It will be 
a big wedding, so everyone says. It took me about an hour to get to 
Bangli by bema and cost around Rp. 450 each W'dY. From Gianjar it is 
uphill all the W'dY. BangH is very different from Ubud. One feels as if 
one is perched up on a ridge. It is heavy and overcast and humid. 
found the house after enquiring at a few ~arungs. It has two storeys and 
a thatched roof such as foreigners tend to prefer here, an odd mixture of 
Balinese and Western with an outside spiral wooden staircase. Linda was 
in Denpasar and would not be back till 3:00 p.m., so I went to a warung 
for a lunch of hard-boHed duck eggs, tipat rice, beanshoots, spinach, 
and crispy little fish, which they said came from Lake Batur. I went 
back to the house afterwilrdB and slept for a while and then finished one 
of my paintings. Linda returned very tired. She had taken her friend, 
Djero, the baHan whose work she has documented on film, to the dentist 
and optician. We hi3d a marvellous chat while her little boy. not yet a 
year old, happily nlunched on the biggest pink and red hibiscuses we could 
find. Dinner was cooked for us by Desac, a young unmarried girl who 
looks after Linda. i:,Je had rice, green beans, suckling pig and 
chicken-aU delicious. DeS'1.C and her friends have been making lots of 
Balinese cakes to serve their guests trnnorrow at the burial ceremonies 
for her mother. My bed of bamboo with a foam rubber mattress had orangy 
yellow sheets, a red blanket, and purple batik bedspread-such lovely 
colors. T slept very well. 
September 28, 19&'3 
I was up early and walked with Desac and the baby to the temple down 
the road. Desa.c of course could not come in because of the death in the 
family, so I walked up to the two courtyards. There were fresh offerings 
on the ground, an old stone carved torso of a beautiful woman in a 
sarong, not unlike the ones at Penulisan temple, was propped up against a 
bale, and an a~nost lifL~sized carved figure of a seated man occupied one 
~the god~seats in front of a god house. Also there were what I presume 
were two more carved figures at the base of the steps to another 
god-seat, but they were swathed in white cloth and tied with string so I 
am not sure. 
Linda and 1 had an ea.rly lunch, dressed Balinese, and went to the 
burial ground on the back of motorbikes. The family, friends, and the 
members of the bcmjar were all seated on the ground. There were sixty to 
seventy people, I should think. The pe:n3!lgku was a very old man and 
there were bro women Bssi.stants, probably experts in ritual offerings. 
First the family made a small motmd over the grave, put the turf back on, 
and then laid new batiks and sarongs on it and surrounded it with a 
rectangular baInbof' fence. Hats were spread around inside and offerings 
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and food were put on them. Prayers were said and holy water sprinkled 
all over. \o,'ith many flowers everywhere. After the prayers, everyone 
helped themse1.ves to the food items-the chicken was very popular. 1 was 
glad no one attempted to eat the oJery red and raw lawa or the sate, as 
both had been sitting around outside quite some time. After all this I 
got the bemo back home. 
Very wetnJ-on TV they showed a new type of Barong with only two legs 
and no rear-end. Most odd and not at all enchanting. 
September 29, 1983 
I danced tamhulHingan and gabor pendet for Gung Rai in Puri t1umbul, 
having first asked Gung Ari Has if she minded my doing that. Gung Rai 
said she liked and there wasn't very much wrong with it that she could 
see--allowing me a good d(~al of leeway, I imagine. 
September 30, 1983 
011, my God, at 6:00 a.m. there was so much noise with the market. 
Gtmg IsterJ. Sarenkaufl was full of excitement, buying masses of ducks for 
the festival at Saraswati tomorrow-very harrowing to see and hear them. 
Ktut ~)S there as well. I made the mistake of coming out of my room too 
soon. t ha.d been bitten to death during the night, and so I had sprayed 
the bed and covered myself in Off and had to open the door to survive it 
alL Once outside my door in the morning it is difficult to retreat, as 
it is taken as a signal that I am ready for breakfast. I had a very 
l."..arly bre.akfast. Oh deFlr. Gung Isteri said I should buy a duck, but I 
demurred, even though I know I shall eat duck; I do so like the ducks 
alive. T settled for mandarin oranges then quickly escaped to the Ubud 
Inn to see Berata. He was about to go to Gianjar, so he took me too. 
All along the road red and white flags are at half mst in remembrance of 
the attempted coup of 1965 when so many suspected Communists were killed. 
I am t'l<:'lving total war against the ngamuk (tiny, flying biting 
insects) • Hy mattress has been out in the sun all day and I have sprayed 
both sides. '[ have also covered the open bathroom window with the 
renaining net, since they probably come in from the trees and river 
during the day. I plan to spray the room again tonight when all the 
windows are shut. I hope I shall survive all that. I am badly bitten. 
CA::tober 1, 1983 
The bites are better, so something must be working. They have all 
subsided and there are no new ones. I walked to Peliatan trying to find 
something to paint. I liked a cow in its wooden pen but there was no way 
to paint it except stand in the full sun, so I didn't do it. I went to 
Puri ~1andala and sawall Gung Ari's family. Since I could not find what 
I wanted to paint I came back and went to the museum, Puri Lukisan, to 
see the exquisite paintings and sculptures there. 1 have seen them many 
times before but they always thrill me. 
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At dusk 1 went with the offerings from our courtyard to the Saraswati 
temple. It looked so beauti ful across the Hly pond with all the lights 
and flags and umbrellas. This is one of Agung f s family temples, of very 
pleasing design and the possessor of a huge, perhaps eight feet or more, 
stone guardian figure of DjerD Cdc, which I have painted twice already. 
The pedanda and tht· .tEk_ordas sat ta lking in one of the bales for a while 
then the ~dand<.~ pLlyed and everyone knelt. Gusti Biang from Puri 
Sarenkang in took fIE with her, and we knelt also. Agung f s family knelt 
close to the Ilouse for the ancestors, and the clos(~ male family members 
went up and inside to pray. '[here were four types of holy water. 
AfterwarJs, Gung Ad. and Gung Rai gave us dinner in the temple. Tj. 
Putra c..'iffie and talked Lt.} me. He told me that three days ago someone 
stole twelve of Ida Bagus :·'fade f s paintings in Tebasaya. This has never 
happened before and fIklkes everyone nervous. Tj. Putra has had to put 
more night guards at the museum and Necker f s Gallery is wonied. Tj. 
Putra sa i.e! that the worst part is that. it may kill Ida Bagus f s 
creativity. He is very, very upset. 
In Bali., one meets an enormous array of different sorts of people 
from all over the world, of which I am one. One man I met was of an 
especially mixed heritage, which he was quick to delineate for me within 
the first few minutes of meeting. He said he intuitively knew a great 
deal about 'llc>-though guessing I am an artist could not have been too 
difficult, since I had 3 lCJrge drawing book evident in my bag at the 
time. However, h(' was fun to talk to. lie insisted on hiring a car and 
driving me sOllle'.vhen~. T L~ft him at my gateway in total darkness and 
pouring rain (the electricity having failed and there being no moon). 
He said he had no i.dea whL~re his Horne Stay was. I thought him quite 
capable of a solution. 
I W'dS in bed witll my eyes closed trying to sleep when brilliant light 
silently exploded before my eyes. For a dreaded split second I feared I 
was about to have some soul-shattering vision. It was the electricity 
coming back on. ] had a good laugh at that. 
October 2, 1983 
Gung Sri has an Lved and she is busy in the kitchen-practicing her 
cooking, sh(~ soys. After breakfast the man I met last night arrived and 
said he had the car, so did [ want to go to Kintnmani and Singaradja? I 
said yes, you go and fetch iL and I will get my stuff together. TIlen he 
asked did T reallY \;Ji.1nL to go. I said yes again. 'twell, ff he said. 
"What about the ;lrraagements? Shall we share the cost-$35 for the car, 
etc. etc." At this I demnrred. T did not wdnt to spend money going 
somewhel'e wJ th someone 1. dtdn' t know for a whole day. I was glad not to 
be going with him :mt rather disappointed not to be taking a trip of some 
sort. I dec.ictcd t l ) dra:,,· j nste.ad. Actually I ended up swimming in the 




I came home for lunch to discover a meeting going on between Tj. Gde 
of this courtyard and Suryadni and others of the Napi Orti newspaper and 
tourist ofHce. They are to meet with the governor next week about a 
newspaper artieIe on lnmd which appeared in an Austral ian newspaper. It 
seemed fairly innocuous to me, hut I'm not sure what they think. Family 
began flood ing into the courtyard from Puri Sarenkauh. 'The baby, Tj • 
Bagus, into whom Tj. Agung is reincarnated, is now walking and loves the 
smaller baby of Tj. Cdc I s wife. They were so sweet together. Never for 
a second were they not in someone's arms or with someone chasing after 
them or anRlsLng them. What a lovely life they must lead-no harsh words 
and never a "no." Tj. Bagus likes me, which is only to be expected. I 
do wonder at the mothers of these two babies, or for that mtter, perhaps 
most Balinese mothers. No attention is paid to them at all and the baby 
belongs to all the faulil.y. Perhaps it is good that they are not so mdly 
possessive as Western mothers usually are. 
October 3, 1983 
A girl who is staying next door, and I, will go by bemo to Sangsit on 
the north coast tomorrow, so I make a trip after all. I have seen a 
painting by Ida Bagus Taman, which I think very beautiful. I would like 
to visit him at his house one day and see more of his work. He is one of 
the older artists. 
I did a large draWing of the Puri Saren. I have to sit where the 
bemos and drivers all congregate outside the main entrance but this 
the best positi.on, although one must sit in all the dust and debris. It 
is fun, though, as people come and talk to me. 'Then I stopped in the 
second courtyard and began a second drawing of the garden, so I am very 
satisfied. 
October 4, 1983 
We left at /:00 a.m. and went by bema to just outside Denpasar. One 
must change to another bema to to the bus station. Here we took a 
slightly L1rger bus ~-- Singaradja, crossing the mountains at Lake 
Bratan. It is one hell of a bus trip, and almost everyone feels slightly 
sick once the road begins to corkscrew and climb. Of course, the views 
are fabulous all the way, especially the tropical ferns and vegetation on 
the far side of the mountains above Singaradja. We arrived there at 
about 10:15 a.m. After a refreshing drink we decided to go straight to 
Lavina Beach and find a room so we would be sure of that and a chance to 
swim this evening. We finally found Lavina Beach Cottages, which was 
excellent. We hari our own adjoining rooms and verandah. 'The shower and 
john were roofless at the back but the top of the wall was covered with 
broken glass and barbeci wire. There were also good bolts on the doors. 
It is necessary to be more careful here, because this is not a village 
and there is easy access from the beach. 
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Si.nce one of the objects of our trip was to see the famous Pura Bejet 
at Sangsit, we went out immediately and took a bema to Singaradja and 
then anoth(~r to it. \<.'hen we got to the Singaradja bus station, we 
were so tired that we rushed to the nearest ~rung. Most of them were 
already out food, but one had delicious hot rice, pieces of crispy 
cooked pork, pork sausage, and hot spicy gravy. It was incredibly 
inexpensive and such a good lunch. We felt marvellous after this and 
cAught the belno to Sangsit, along the coast road with the sea not very 
far away on the left hand,:;ide. As we entered the village we took a look 
at the fil-st temple, a rl(:e temple, on the right hand side. Here we sat 
in an opc~n bale in the shade, and I made a sketch of some carvings on a 
stone. '1l1en wc- cant i.nued through the village, taking a turn to the 
left. Down the road we found the Pura Bejel. 
really is a most remarkable temple, quite unlike any other I have 
seen in R:c1li. It L3 surrounded by a fully carved wall telling a 
story-perhaps one should call it a frieze. There is just so much to see 
there that: one should spend a week, with an interpreter. I should like 
to have done Im.ny drawings, but 1 knew we did not have time. The 
prLestess who had h,t us in \"a8 waiting and at least thirty children 
grappled our attention, giving us flowers. I sat for a while and 
just tried to Lake it a lL in, but it was rather difficult to 
concentrate. t best remember the old gnarled frangipani trees in the 
inner courtyard and t!-je many steep high steps up the high pavilion. We 
took the bema back to Singaradja emd another to Lavina Beach just as the 
Light was Eading. fell into the sea (rather carefully as it was only 
about one foot deep, the tide being out) and floated, looking at the sky 
in the very warm motionless water clear enough to see the magnified dark 
purply black sand beneath. They served us dinner in the central bale; we 
had na~t.. goreng, vegetable goreng, fried potatoes, gado-gado, and hot 
sauce. Instant bed and sleep under my sarong. 
October 5, 1983 
I woke early and when it was a little lighter I went to the beach. 
No one was around. A fishing boat eventually appeared from the far 
horizon and dropped anchor. A prau went out and collected three men who 
held a bundle of (ish in each hand-yellow-fin tuna. They rushed away to 
the road to take the fast bema to Singaradja before the fish spoiled. I 
swam, or ratlwr floated, 1t was a little deeper. Delicious 
Ba.Hf1ese coffee, scrambled eggs, which were rather spicy, buttered toast 
and honey. Later L had a second swim when the tide was high and the 
water rllffled by a breeze; but still crystal clear, black blue water. We 
left: around 11 : (X) a.m., and the manager of the hotel gave us a lift to 
Singaradja, direct to the bus station where a bus was waiting. Just as 
we were about to leave, a girl tourist outside the bus collapsed in 
tears. She had called the police because in the middle of the night she 
had been robbed wh:i.le she slept and she recognized a man in our bus as 
the one who was with her the fright before. He had seen her home after a 
party on the beach, [beHeve. Personally, I wasn't too sorry for her. 
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Sht; :j,Hl r'\1 1 I\' .isked f'if it partying on the heach till late at night 
and be' ;lkel1 hOil:l: i)y SOhleone she scarcely Imew. Foolish to do this 
wheJi :!OU Ire by yours!'! f. Could she have done this safely in Hawaii or 
New York? not. ',~t: back to Ubud about 3:00 p.m., 
ve(V quick when you cons idl:r clll the changes of involved. 
October 6, 1983 
J ,ltd some pa.int f)f the' drawing of the Puri Saren garden. 
Oc.tober 7, 1983 
To De'1pasar "r1 t! I f\!'>!dtd to the galley sheets of Agung's book 
from the pr inter. then evcnt La the Bali Beach Hotel and discovered 
the IT have sold copies of my journal. The Hyatt Hotel had sold two 
and the Santir Beach none. II/tlen I got back to Purl Saren I found Tj. 
PuUa and another man gold ribbon round the crimson and gold 
wedding invitat lOllS. I them for a while. As always, they tell me 
that cannot '1l:liWe tilL all the ceremonies, and that may be at 
least om: t1r t"J0 w('eks alter the wedding. My visa runs out two days 
after the wedding, so it will be difficult. Apparently Tj. Oka has 
already talked to someone ahout it, and I was pleased he had remembered, 
especially when he 1..5 so busy. Oh, how I dread trying to alter my visa 
and thE~ plane t '.'.. '"c;,,,.>. 
T proofre<Hi twenty~two pages this evening, so it will take me at 
least a \veek to de the whole thing. 
October 8, 1983 
Walked to the Ubur! Inn to give Berata nuney to pay the printer on 
Monday, Berata was not SCl I walked to Campuan. It was very hot 
and T wellt to the tempLf~ and sat for a while in the shade, but there was 
It is il good to tell Agung about the book. I am too 
to see him, and r kept explaining that to Agung in case he should 
appear. But he knows how 1 feel, so T am sure he will not appear. I do 
occasionally dream of 1111/], naturally. I climbed back up the huge steps 
to the road and r::njo\'ed the cool of Murni's Restaurant, where I had hot 
orange juice and sago. 1 even caught a bemo back to the puri, as the 
weather is reallY oppressive. I proofread only fifteen pages but my eyes 
ju:,,:t wouldn't with my brain. 
1 later went into Puri and found Tj. Putra with the two young 
German men who have a house in Campuan, Edmond and Martin, and who were 
here for Agung's cremation. We had a long chat about the dismal state of 
the world. The saying riO f~vil, hear no evil, speak no evil" in 
Bal i. , translated hut do not see, hear, but do not hear, and 
~ but do nut What a subtle difference. We talked of 
pollution and I"hat can be done about Lt, for instance, alternative fuel 
for cars. We spoke acid rain, how trees are dying in Germany and 
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O:tober 10, 1983 
Ktut was here at the crack of dawn. He comes almost every day. Poor 
thing--I talk to him a bit and give him a cigarette or a piece of bread 
and jam or biscuits. Today he helped clear the table and make my bed for 
me and sweep the room, as Gusti Putu Taman is still at home sick. His 
friends say he overworks himself, painting and drawing till late at night 
and early in the morning and all during the day. He doesn't get enough 
exercise, they say. 
I went to Denpasar with Berata. He tried to pay half the lOOney to 
the printer, but the man was not there. They will just have to wait till 
we feel like going there again. I tried to find a glass showcase to put 
my book in at Rai's shop, but I could not find a small enough one. 
Later I watched legong in the outer courtyard of the Puri Saren. I 
think it is the best of settings; the tiny oil lights went all the way up 
the gateway behind the dancers and provided just the right amount of 
light for the performers. 1 thought the dancers excellent. 
October 11, 1983 
I went to the Puri Saren again to make more djajen--pink, white, 
yellow, and black today. Fascinating to see all the flowers, animals, 
people, etc., that are made. It is like doll-making. I made a danggup 
danggup, a creature rather like a black gecko with wings like a bat, but 
it was very poorly made and will fall apart. I did it just for fun. We 
worked till lunch at 11:30 a.m., after which 1 am encouraged to return 
and sleep. I proofread to page 63. At last it rained. We badly need it. 
October 12, 1983 
I have proofread to page 72. I am worried about Immigration and my 
ticket but can do nothing till about October 25 and then it will all be a 
horrid rush. I read some more proof and did some painting. 
October 13, 1983 
I went to the Bali Beach Hotel. Thai Airlines told me it was okay to 
change my reservation but not to cancel it altogether, so I feel better 
about that. I went for a swim and the sea was very warm, indeed. The 
couple I met the week before, Carl and Anastine, took me to lunch in one 
of the hotel's beautiful restaurants. I had red snapper. They said that 
some guests never leave the hotel and grounds during the whole of their 
stay. They go to a different restaurant each night and play golf and 
swim in the pool and are quite happy. 
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October 14, 1983 
More proofreading and making offerings in the Puri Saren. All very 
quiet in the afternoon. The rains are definitely coming; it began to 
rain hard at 5:00 p.m. 
October 15, 1983 
Berata was here very ~qrly with a rather complicated letter needing a 
reply. Last night was really exciting. I awoke to a terrific 
thunderstorm. I stood in the doorway watching and every now and then 
dashing to the bathroom window at the back to see if the river had risen 
thirty feet to the pathway. Of course, it had not, but I couldn't help 
thinking of the tidal waves that do sweep down them sometimes. I also 
feared that my new untried roof might collapse. I am a born worrier. I 
did hear this morning that a house in Campuan collapsed under a mud 
slide. No one was hurt. I shall find out more later. I plan to walk 
down there, rain or no. It didn't stop raining till after 10:00 a.m. I 
finished proofreading the book. 
Actually I didn't go to Campuan but chatted in the puri with some 
visitors. I ~dS watching people come and go. Tj. Putra sees people all 
day long, one would think he'd lose his voice. 
There is legong in Peliatan tonight, and I plan to walk there with 
Gusti Putu Taman. I had not understood that it is now held in the banjar 
building in the cremation field, which is less than half way to Peliatan, 
so of course we arrived early. It was just lovely. Both Berata's 
daughters danced. 
October 16, 1983 
Just as I went to bed at about nine the heavens opened again, and I 
don't think it stopped pouring all night. It is still raining heavily 
this morning, and the rivers rose eight or nine feet. Our new roof was 
in danger of collapsing because the drains were blocked with leaves and 
debris, so Ida Sagus <uld the boys climbed up onto the roof. They were 
soaked, and it took them an hour at least to make it safe, with much 
laughter and hilarity throughout. I slipped and slopped my way to Puri 
Saren and made only two small palm-leaf trays three inches by three 
inches each. I find them impossible to make and gave up very 
exasperated. FiTh'3.l1y, I just helped Gung Ari by holding a tall basket 
while she attached decorative rice cookies to it with string and balanced 
a covering of flowing palm-leaf fronds on top of it. Very pretty when 
all finished. r hope it stays pale green for tomorrow. I came home 
after lunch and changed into cotton trousers; I must always wear Balinese 
dress to r~e the offerings. Since the rain had almost stopped I walked 
down to Carnpl1an and up the other side to Edmond and Martin's house. They 
had two visitors, but [ joined them. We had a jolly time drinking gin 
and tonic sitting on j-he second floor of their house and enjoying the 
view of the swoll en river in the valley. Apparently there are sti11 alu 
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living in certain places of the river. They are almost an endangered 
species, since the Balinese like to eat them and their skin is thought to 
be good medicine. I have seen a stuffed one. They are about four feet 
long with short, sharp teeth. They appear to be a cross between a 
crocodile and a big lizard or iguana. I have never seen a live one. 
Apparently they are very shy-and with good reason. 
Cktober 17, 1983 
Berata and I went to the printer and left the galley sheets with the 
corrections. We do not know when they will be ready. I am relieved to 
have that part done. Not so IlRlch left for Ire to do now. I made a notice 
to put in Wajan Rai's shop window in Ubud saying, "A Balinese Journal For 
Sale Here." Otherwise who is to know there is such a thing? We shall 
see if sales improve. I dashed into the purl Saren to see what time the 
Blessing Ceremonies for the rebuilt palace will be. Tj. Oka said, "It 
IlRlst be 12 noon, as that is the right time for the Blessing, so come at 
11:30 a.m." I dressed Balinese and duly returned 11 :30. No sign of the 
ceremony, though offerings and decorations were still being put in 
place. Also an aerial for the TV VdS being set up on the roof. Lunch 
was being served, and I was pressed to eat. Then as I was leaving, I saw 
that the door to Agung's memorial room, which is now on the right as you 
enter, was open. His Chinese bed is made up with pink sheets and his 
blanket, his sandals are by the bed, and lots of photos and the big oil 
painting of him are above the bed. They were about to hang a photo of 
Agung's father, but T asked if I could clean the glass first. I ended up 
cleaning all the glass. There is a photo of Agung and his brothers when 
they were young men, also one with Mr. Singgeh, the lawyer, and another 
when Agung was just home from prison. Oh dear, so sad, the tiokorda from 
Purl Sarenkauh holding his poor head because he like Agung was beaten in 
prison and he went deaf in one ear. Sad, sad. 
They said the blessing would be around four or five o'clock. About 
quarter to four I went back and heard the pedanda's bell, so raced back 
to bathe and redress. I got there, closely followed by the family, in 
time for a half hour of the praying. Eventually we all prayed on the 
ground in front of the palace. The high priest from Dawan remembered me, 
as did his wife. Afterwards a delicious dinner was served to us all in 
the puri on the back verandah beneath the new stone carving, which is 
especially lovely all lit up. 
It was pointed out to me today how few fighting cocks there are to be 
seen by the side of the road nowadays. This is true, and it does make a 
big difference. The dawn is not hailed as of yore with an island-wide 
ruffling of feathers and stretching of legs and greetings, challenges, or 
polite good mornings to the rooster over the wall or in the next 
village. No two cocks sound exactly alike, and the calls ripple back and 
forth across the island like feathers on a gusty day. There are some 
cocks, but it is not the same full chorus it was. Cockfights can now 
only take place as part of a temple festival, and gambling on them is 
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strictly forbidden. A pity, I think, as gamblers will just find 
something else to gamble on. One must make one's own choice in life 
whether to drink, smoke, eat, or gamble oneself to death. I don't doubt 
that onc-i:mned banflLts and electronic games will speedily fill in the 
gap. Cricket fights are also a thing of the past. They were a source of 
much noisy joy to Balinese men, and caring for the tiny antagonists was 
quite a skill. 
October 18, 1983 
First carne Ida Bagus, quite early, and we talked of the rain and the 
damage to the roof. 1nen the artist Lantour came, and I showed him my 
books and paintings. 
I met a man today who lives in Hawaii but who is at present living in 
India and travf~lllng through SUlnatra and Java. His name is Mark Nichter 
and it is strange that we have not met before. He and his family will be 
back in Hawaii in the fall of 1984 so if we are all still alive, we nay 
meet again. (We met again in Hawaii in August 1985, as this journal was 
being edited.) 
This evening I heard gamelan, and so chased down the road and found 
the first practice of the Baris Lelampahan. Gamelan players from Ubud, 
Pedangtigal, 8~d other villages were trying to learn the music. They had 
all been to Batuf to watch as much of the dance as could be remembered by 
the dancers and to listen to the music, of which they had made a tape. 
By the end of the pract ice it was beginning to come together. Tomorrow 
the dancers will start. 
October 19, 1983 
Ktut was here early this morning. 1 have been reading Mosguito Coast 
by Paul Theroux. \.Jlvl!" ,']. fantastic writer he is. The character of the 
Father is so compelling. He voices all our thoughts. Is the father Paul 
Theroux, or is he Paul's father, or what? There are so many comparisons 
and analogies. He If11Kes i1 sort of paradise and then destroys it, all 
because of the threat: from greedy outsiders. It is such a savage book. 
r think Paul Theruuxis 'xwage I too; the fury is in his other books, a 
savage d lsaplx)intment wi.th 1l1L"ulldnd which I rather share. As the Father 
so rightly says, "Ille man who knows all the answers is soon dead." Yes, 
we simply cannot ",Land UK' perfect man, he is a great pain in the neck. 
I myself find saintly people extremely trying, so I know what he means. 
['10 not sure I would go as far as to crucify one, but the urge to stick 
pins in them is certain:y a strong one. Father, in the book, does the 
Robinson Crusoe back-ta-nature bit and shows us where it gets 
you-nowhere very much dHferent from anywhere else. I find the book 
terrible in its unbearable truth, but I didn't really believe in Father's 
children, who have so little feeling for their father or each other as to 
be almost inhuman. 
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To get the book out of my mind I walked to Ananda Cottages above 
Campuan and left a copy of my journal there and then walked on to Necker 
Gallery. The artist Blanco has done a beautiful old man's face in 
watercolor and it is dated 1980. Hans Snell also appears to be painting 
again. I saw Theo Meier's and Ari Schmitt's work and one or two 
paintings by Donald Friend and only one by Kay It. 
When I got home I nearly finished the Qud garden painting. After 
dinner I went again to gamelan practice. Dancing tomorrow, they say. 
October 20, 1983 
It is hot and sticky after a cold night. Ktut was here but in 
between chatting to him I managed to write a piece for Napi Orti 
newspaper and do a little painting. I went to see Gung Rai and she and I 
have decided we will try to go to Selat on October 30, a Sunday. We want 
to walk some of the way Agung took with the Holy Weapons so many years 
ago. I am very happy about this, if it really happens. 
October 21, 1983 
I was up e~rly, even before Ktut arrived. Suddenly I decided I 
couldn't stand the yearning of the lone maIe duck, Waikiki, for a 
companion. IULs first mate died. He keeps trying to get into the baskets 
of doomed ducks in the market. He doesn't realize how lucky he is. They 
don't intend to eat him here, apparently. I asked Gusti Putu Taman to 
come with me to the market just outside, and we bought a light brown 
young lady duck. Waikiki knew the moment we appeared with the young lady 
and eagerly ran to his bedroom. Both were shy and timid but kept close 
together chattering and preening. We cannot let them out till tomorrow, 
as she would run away and he wLth her. The river is too swollen and 
dangerous for them to swim in anyway. At least I am happier now. 
I went to Napi Orti tourist office to type up my short piece for them 
and then walked to Campuan to swim. Lovely cold clean water; as they 
have just refilled the pool. 1 walked back with Berata's nephew, who has 
just got his ticket and visa to go to Belgium for three months. He will 
stay with a Belgian couple there. He wants to l&,rn French. 
At the gamelan practice this evening, there were all sorts of gurus 
and performers, among them a dalang and a pemangku. John Darling and his 
wife were also there. He ht:'1S just got back from a trip to Australia. 
October 22, 1983 
Gusti Putu Taman and I set out by bemo to Pujung. From there we 
walked to Sebatu. We both sat and did drawings of the water temple and 
then walked on up to the top of the village. Friends of mine want a two 
or three-foot old, wooden carving of a high priest, a pedanda, not halus 
(fine), so we looked in every shop. Of prill1c'lry importance is for it to 
be very lightweight. (What a terrLble criterion when choosing a work of 
art.) We looked at hundreds. We went back and bathed at the temple. 
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Waikiki (left) and Honolulu (right) 
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The water is so cold and clear and comes out of the spouts with such 
force that it is hard to put one's head directly underneath without 
breaking one's neck. I painted some of my drawing and then we returned 
to Pujung. 'There was no lunch left in the warungs. so we visited some 
more carvers and eventually found a nice old pedanda. not too heavy and 
with a cheerful face. made by the old man in the shop, I think, as the 
face was similar to his. We took the bema to Tegallalan where we ate a 
delicious lunch of the best hot rice, chicken, beans. and tempeh with hot 
sauce. Very good, indeed. Everyone seems to go there. They cook rice 
all day. We got home at around three. Gung Isteri Asmari and Tj. Gde of 
this courtyard had arrived. There was a deluge. making the preparation 
of dinner of paramount difficulty as the rain pours into the kitchen as 
if there were no roof--which there practiCr~lly isn't. 
October 23, 1983 
As if on cue. six men arrived very early from Pedangtigal with bamboo 
poles to repair the kitchen. They took off the remains of alang alang. 
old corrugated iron pieces, and bits of plaiting. I am mystified as to 
what they will use for the new roof. So far. only the long bamboo poles 
have arrived. I went to Puri Saren to make rice cakes and arrange 
flowers of every color. I came back around one o'clock to find a brand 
new tin roof in place. My ducks came out this evening and revelled in 
the rain and the puddles and had their first bath since the new Lady 
Honolulu. arrived. 
October 24, 1983 
I could see Ktut's shadow in dawn's early light outside my window at 
5:00 a.m. Oh dear. poor thing. He doesn't realize it is so early. I 
closed my eyes and crade myself wait till 6: 15. as otherwise 1 get too 
exhausted. I gave Ktut some toast and jam and some mango. I am sure he 
had not had breakfast. Also, before I had eaten, Berata' s nephew came, 
but I had to eat first and he disappeared. Then during breakfast, we 
nearly lost Waikiki and Honolulu, whose one desire is to join their 
ill-fated friends noisily lamenting in the market. We have had to lock 
them up again. The Puri Saren is still a crass of men making thatch 
roofing for the bamboo awnings covering the courtyard--all calling to me 
and asking if I still dance. I said yes. 1 still practice once a week, 
which is true. 
I was delighted to meet Ron Harrison again after all these years. He 
saw me dance that first year I was here. He says he is reading my book. 
What a good thing I left it at Ananda Cottages where he is staying. He 
says he used to be a lecturer on hearing dlfficulties but he now owns two 
Japanese restaurants in Melbourne. I also met a woman who said she had 
just bought my book. ~s this is the last day for making djajen. rice 
cakes. I went to help and found them making rice-cake figures for the 
Pergembal. the rice-cqke offering. I watched them make the character of 
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the ('.,aune i.l1or in ill so a dancer and the two large hands of 
Bama. F.ach figure is complete with pants and underskirts and 
patterns on the cloth. They stick bamboo slivers into the arms, body and 
legs where the bones would be, to keep it upright. With the hands, they 
run them up the Hngers. It made me blanche. 
In the evening 1 went: to the practice where the barls dancers 
were beginning to learn their moves, also the eight girl dancers. All 
are experienced dancers, some from other villages. There were two 
dalangs to tell the story, and pemc'lngku, and a teacher of gamelan from 
Tampaksiring. They have on]y three more days now before the wedding and 
every spare minute wiLl be spent in practice. The girls are all in 
school and must also do their school work. 
The revival of an old, almost forgotten dance is quite an enormous 
task. First eame the idea, which I believe was mooted by JaM Darling, 
he having seen reference to it in a book by Walter Speis. The older 
dancers and gamelan players are scattered throughout the island and must 
first be reached, which often involves a long walk across the rice 
fields, and the idea must be discussed with them. One cannot just pick 
up a phone, or dash off in a car, or even write a letter. All must be 
done in the correct order and sequence. Each individual when contacted 
must be sure that his conrnunity understands what he will be doing and 
concurs. The pennission of the entire gamelan group will have to be 
secured. Again, this is not just a case of picking up the phone.Meetings 
will have to be held and the matter discussed. Transport must also be 
arranged for them to get to Ubud for the practices, or perhaps 
arrangements will be mElde for them to stay in Ubud as guests. The actual 
dance practice, when it at last occurs, is the cUUuination of many hours 
of carefully laid groundwork. You do not just go and arrange in 
Tampaksiring or Batur for the best: person. It is not like that. Word 
must come from the right people, hierarchies must be observed and 
respected, and no one must step on another's toes. Living in Bal.l is 
harmonious only because evpryone 1s very careful not to offend or 
override his neighhor. 
October 25, 1983 
I wrapped my wedding pu-:,senL painting for Tj. Putra and made a card 
to go with :i.t. Ktut c'Jme. so 1 took him aCfOSS the road for nasi campur, 
which he enjoyed. I had made a notice, itA Balinese 
Journal-1ight~ easy reading about life in Ubud," and took it to the NaEi 
office where '",e pinned it to the wall. That's the best advertising 
one could have. 
They are working on the central bale opposite AgW1g's, now Putra's, 
house. It is drapi-:,d in gorgeous gold-painted cloths, including the 
pi lIars. Hare th.an fifty men are working there. In the temple the women 
are making J..eaf offerings. 
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A big procession from Taman went to the temple, I think the Pura 
Desa. There were tiny girls wearing palm-leaf headdresses I have not 
seen before, young girls in dance costume, and many other beautiful girls 
with identical offerings. 'I'wo new god-seats, so I am told, were also in 
the procession. They will come back with the Barong and take him to 
Taman for their ceremonies. 
I later went to the gamelan practice, as I do every night. The girls 
are still learning the dance. It seems as though it will never be ready 
by Friday. This is Tuesday. 
October 26, 1983 
Berata and I went to the Immigration Office in Denpasar to see if I 
can get an extension for a week. As I had rather thought, this was not 
possible, but at least we tried. I wanted an extra week, or even two, as 
the wedding ceremonies are by no maqns over with just the wedding. There 
is a very important day when the bride returns to her own home to pray in 
the house temple. However, it was not meant to be that I should be 
present. I am very r~ppy with being here for the wedding day only. 
October 27, 1983 
In the Puri Saren I met a young woman from Melbourne who also came to 
Bali as a result of reading Santha Rama Rau' s book East of Home. I met a 
lovely older Dutch man, too, who had taught in Surabaya for many years 
and used to bicycle with his students to Bali for vacations. He was a 
POW in Burma and Thailand, a very vital person, and I can imagine he got 
on well with Agung. I keep going in and out of the puri and meeting 
people I have known who are here for the wedding. The puri is IIlOre and 
more filled with flowers and decorations and people coming and going. 
Gading carne and gave me a wonderful massage. How I wish he lived in 
Honolulu, but then if he did T could never afford him. 
I went to the gamelan practice, which was in the wantHan. They went 
right through the performance, everyone still learning. I made a tape of 
some of it. The guru is from Taman, Gusti Ktut Sankeh. The son of Tj. 
Mas who dances Ra~l, the evil king in the Ramayana, is one of the Baris 
dancers, and A.A. Anam is Arjuna, one of the five handsome hero brothers 
of the Mahabharata. The gong leader is from Tarnpaksiring. 
When I got back Gung Sri had arrived from Denpasar all her friends 
were sitting on the verandah having a good chat, all in Balinese dress 
and looking very lovely. There were about ten of them. Their mothers 
were inside sitting around the table with lots of snacks and food and tea 
and coffee. As I went off to bed they told me to be up early. 
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October 28, 1983 
I was up early. at 4: 45 a.m. Ktut was here already. Gung Niang was 
praying in the house temple so I washed, dressed Balinese, and had 
breakfast and was then told that Gung Sri had already left for the 
courtyard next door, so I trotted off to join in her wait for Tj. Putra 
to come and formally collect her. I found her in the house where the 
~danda had stayed in the bale next to mine in 1971, sitting demurely on 
one of the three beds with Gung lsted from Purl Sarenkauh and about five 
other wives. We all sat on the edge of the beds and later Gung Alit, 
daughter of Gusti Biang, Sarenkangin, and Mrs. aka of Puri Sarenkangin 
and Gung Ti, daughter of Gung Tsteri of Puri Sarenkauh, and lots of 
others also joined us. The governor's wife also came and sat with us. 
Her husband was on the verandah outside. It got very crowded, and those 
who couldn't get in peered in through the back door. 
Gung Sri sat near the side window and was very quiet and calm. She 
was dressed in a gorgeous sarong with gold thread woven through it and an 
apricot lace kebaya. TV men came in and took photos and set up their 
cameras outside. Tj. Putra was due to arrive at about 8:00 a.m., but I 
think we waited nearly two hours. Eventually we heard them coming along 
the road. The woman who had been holding a 7-Up bottle of Holy Water 
wrapped in a banana leaf put offerings on the floor in front of the 
closed door and prayed. We heard the men laughing and chatting on the 
verandah outside. One of the women began to chant and was answered by a 
solo chanter outside. T heard lots of sniffles and saw Gung lsteri 
crying and then noticed all the others. I guess the chant was a 
sentimental one. Gung Sri was also affected. When it was over they 
covered her completely with a yellow silk scarf and opened the door. Tj. 
Lingseer from Puri Kantor, an old and much venerated man, carne in 
followed by Tj. Putra, the bridegroom. Tj. Lingseer put his hands on 
Gung Sri's head and then passed her over to Tj. Putra who took a firm 
hold and helped the now sightless girl out of the narrow door. 
In the old days the bride was totally wrapped up in white cloth, as 
one already dead, and was carried to her husband-to-be's house and there 
wlwrapped by him to a new life. Now the yellow silk scarf symbolizes all 
that. Outside the house a huge crowd of family, guests, and spectators 
had gathered and, of course, the TV crew. The couple led the way, 
walking through the courtyards back to the Puri Saren inner courtyard 
where Tj. Putra and Gung Sri entered the palace and the door was closed. 
Ostensibly I think they were consummating the marriage. Anyway, everyone 
sat around and drank soft drinks, tea, or coffee. After about an hour, 
representatives of the family knocked on the door to see if they were 
ready for the ceremonies to begin. 
After a little while they came out and down the front steps between 
the stone lions to where the E~Jna~~ was waiting to perform the marriage 
rites in the space between the steps and the central bale. There was 
very little room with the huge Pergembal on one side and the decorative 
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pig's fat offering on the other. It was difficult to see exactly what 
happened there, but they did proceed three times round in a tight circle, 
the walk of life, genuflecting to the right of the steps where the 
ancesters bury the umbilical cords of their newborn boys and where fires 
had been lit. Then Tj. Putra ceremonially stabbed the banana leaf with 
his kris--not once but twice, I think. 
(For a more accurate accounting of what took place, see the excerpt 
describing the wedding taken from the Napi Orti Ubud newspaper, which is 
no longer being published, included at the back of this Journal.) 
The bride and groom were blessed by the pemangku and then returned to 
their rooms. Here they had lunch and afterwards very close family 
members went in to congratulate them. There was not much privacy for 
them now. We all had lunch, about three hundred, perhaps, the men being 
served in front of the palace and the women at the back. It was most 
de1icious--rice, vegetables, sate, and various other spicy dishes. 
Afterwards I went to watch Gung Sri dress for the 3:30 ceremony. It took 
about 2 1/2 hours. I watched the dressers put the final touches on her 
upswept hair and added hairpiece set in a very high knot. Two short side 
pieces of her own hair were carefully curved and stiffened in front of 
her ears. Then her face was made up. This took a very long time and W'dS 
so painstakingly done that there were no mistakes. It was right the 
first time. The hairline was filled in like a dancer's, and her eyebrows 
were darkened and eyes made up with shadow and mascara. They did not 
overdo the white powder, and she looked very lovely and quite natural, 
with only very little lipstick. A gold headband was tied in place across 
her forehead, and in front of that another gold piece with jewels in it 
was attached. Then layer upon layer of cempaka flowers on bamboo sticks 
were inserted above the hairpieces. Beaten gold flowers on metal stems 
sprang up behind the flowers, all of this in front of the high topknot of 
hair. Lastly, tiny yellow star orchids decorated the bun, Traditional 
earrulgs of solid gold rolls were attached to her ears. The headdress 
towered above her small delicate face, one-third face to two-thirds 
headdress. 
All this time Gung Sri sat at the end of her double bed with two and 
sometimes three dressers. TIle rest of us, as many as sixteen to twenty 
people or more, sat on the floor between her bed and the door. Every now 
and then Tj. Putra appeared to make sure she was in good spirits. I was 
surprised to see that on either side of the head of the bed were tables 
piled high with offerings on palm-le4f or banana-leaf platters. There 
was a jolly suckling pig, his tail toward us, a roasted duck, and a 
roasted chicken with curled up toes and black beady eyes. Above the 
middle of the bed and resting against the wall was the family kris ill its 
red velvet holder. Actually offerings of slaughtered pigs, chickens, or 
ducks are less offensive, when you think about it, than a picture or 
statue of a near-naked man n<3iled to <3 cross with thorns jammed down on 
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At 1:30 p.m. I went home to bathe and change and returned to the Puri 
Saren at 2:30 p.m. to wait in front of the palace. I watched the guests 
arrive, among them the governor of Bali. In the inner courtyard, 
government officials were on the verandah of the house on the left side 
of the palace where they had a good view of the pedanda from Dawan, who 
was beginning to pray in the central bale. At last Tj. Putra and Gung 
Sri came out in gorgeous robes, utterly splendid. "The splendor of Bali" 
was the phrase that kept running through my head. Tj. Putra wore a 
gold-embroidered black velvet jacket, his sarong was of gold-painted 
cloth, the headdress of gold-embroidered purple fabric. He wore the 
family kris. The bride was dressed entirely in gold-painted purple 
cloth. The sarong was miles long and swept between her ankles in a long 
train behind her. Br(>ad bands of gold-painted cloth were wound around 
her from mid-hip up to beneath her arms. She also wore bracelets and 
armbands. Her shoulders and neck were bare except for a wide gold collar 
encrusted with jewels. She looked like the elongated wood carvings, tall 
and slender. 
A white sheet ~~d been spread froln the front doors of the palace and 
down the steps. They walked to the top of the steps, where they were 
each seated on the crossed arms of two guards and carried to the bottom 
of the steps. There they where placed on golden chairs set on trestles 
and carried shoulder high to the central bale, where they were placed 
side by side in front of the pedanda. Gung Ari Mas stood directly behind 
them and was their chief attendant. There were prayers and holy water, 
and a very heavy load of Chinese coins was draped around the bride. 
Finally they turned to face one another, and they simultaneously fed each 
other three large spoonfuls of rice and then a glass of water. The crush 
of people was tremendous up there, but we managed to roove back so that 
the guards could carry them out to their chairs in the second courtyard 
where they again dismounted in order to pass up, through, and down the 
gateway into the first courtyard where the guard of honor was lined up 
waiting with the Holy Weapons. Gung Sri led the procession sitting high 
up in her chair, the long train of her sarong hanging straight down in 
front making her seem enormously tall and stately. Emerging from the 
main gateway they turned right to go to the Marajan Agung. The steps at 
the entrance to this temple are very high and steep. Once again they sat 
on the crossed arms of the retainers and were carried up into the 
temple. I am not sure t but I thin..'k they walked once they were in the 
temple. In the second courtyard they knelt facing Mt. Agung, the family 
in a half-circle behind them. There were prayers and holy water for the 
bride and groom, while all the rest of us knelt. Finally we were all 
sprinkled with holy water. T think they walked to the top of the steps 
and were carried down to the W'diting chairs. The procession moved back 
to the Puri Saren, the couple going through aU the gateways on the arms 
of the retainers and traversing the courtyards in their chairs. They 
then retired to their rooms for a short while. I went and congratulated 
them. The family was in and alit ,',11 the time, everyone lined up to 
congratulate them. Later they carlle O,lt f,)r hfmd shaking and photographs. 
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I went and sat outside to wait for the performance of the Baris 
Le1ampahan, the story of Arjuna Wiwaha, which everyone but me already 
knew. I was determined not to miss it after all those rehearsals. I 
found I had not at all understood it from the rehearsals. It was a 
stunning performance. 
As I understand it, Arjuna is deterndned to meditate in the forest. 
Beautiful immortals, or maybe naughty spirits, come and try to distract 
him, but his meditation is too deep and he remains undisturbed. A wicked 
pig, looking similar to the Barong but more likely Rangda in 
disguise, comes and tries to eat Arjuna. At this Arjuna awakens and 
together with another dancer shoots the pig dead with arrows. They 
then quarrel over who the killing. Rangda, the spirit of the 
vanquished pig, appeaLs and concedes that it was Ar juna who did the 
killing, and so the story ends. 
October 9, 1983 
So much happened today that 1 couldn't eat breakfast. Ktut was here 
at the crack of dawn and upset me at breakfast by pointing at the ceiling 
and saying, "Tj. Putra", (meaning Tj. Putra Sudharsana of this courtyard, 
who died about six years ago) and then pointing to himself. I knew he 
was saying that soon he will die and then when I leave tOIOOrrow I shall 
not see him again and that he will be with Tj. Putra. Since he is Sudra 
caste and • Putra Ksatria, I am not sure how this will work out, but I 
am positive Ktut thinks it will happen. I always pray for Ktut in the 
house temple, although I &fi not sure how proper this is from the Balinese 
point of view. At some point I will ask Berata. I am sure Agung would 
not mind. Anyway, I have usually done it before I realize it might not 
be considered right. 
Gusti Putu Taman gave we one of his paintings. T chose a lovely 
Giant about to eat Hanuroan, the white monkey, who then ungratefully eats 
his way out of the Giant's stomach. 
A Brahman came and explained about the different levels of Brahmans. 
It is so complicated that he said even he is still learning. Later T 
talked with a Balinese man of black and white magic. He said he knew 
someone whose wife was a victim of black magic. Apparently, so it was 
thought, her family ~dS jealous and made her very ill after she had her 
first baby. It sounded a bit Hke post-natal depression but she had 
difficulty breathing as well, so who knows? Maybe they are right and 
perhaps we should reassess some of our own cases and maybe trace the 
cause of some of them to the in-laws. He used white magic to counteract 
the evil, and. of course, holy vrater. "Do like that, II he kept saying to 
his wife, indicating w-dyS in whkh holy water was to be drunk and used to 
wash the body. The white magic doctor also told him to tell his wife 
that he would do whatever she wanted in the future. ('This would make any 
wife feel better I should think,) 
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Time is passing quickly and I will be leaving soon. I rushed out to 
change travellers cheques and pay people for housing and goods and 
anything else I could think of. I bought two red woven sarongs for a 
bedspread, coffee, incense, tea, and cigarettes. I met a young Swiss man 
in a warung. He had bought my book and I signed it. He is staying in 
Pujung and studying carving. He had fasted for five days and resolved 
three problems. He decided he did not wish to marry for quite a few more 
years, he wrote to disengage himself from his church in Switzerland, and 
he had made the decision never to kill or injure anyone, for which 
decision he will have to go to jail instead of serving his conscription 
in the army. We discussed life at some length. 
While we were sitting in the warung, a tourist said that as I seemed 
to know what I was doing in Bali, would I tell him what price he should 
pay for a painting he had seen-a big painting. Was US $25 too much? I 
said there was no way I could possibly tell him the answer to that one. 
I asked him could he get one like it for $25 in his own country? "Of 
course not, II he &1.id. I told him I had seen a gorgeous painting for 
$1,(XX) and the painting was well worth the money. Since he had already 
bargained the price down from $50, I asked him what more he could 
possibly want. If he liked it, he should buy it. But he was not 
interested in the picture, only that he not be made a fool of by paying 
one penny more than the :Least possible price (which I would have thought 
he had already arrived at). I gave up at this point and he at once 
became abusive, calling me sentimental, religious, and emotional. He 
said that this was just a business deal. I tried to explain that 
humanity and people are also deeply involved even in business deals, but 
he would have none of that and finally accused me of just being very 
rich. Well, rich is to some extent relative. I must work for at least 
half of each year in order to afford a car, pay rent, and buy food. The 
only possession I have is the car, and it is a 1971 Toyota. Oh well. I 
managed to change the conversation and leapt away as fast as I could 
before I lost my temper. I found that I was very angry, but I Soon 
calmed down. It is sad that he is making himself so miserable over 
nothing. So what if someone should make a farthing off him. Why should 
it matter if someone did make a fool of him (and I doubt that $25 could 
be the making of a very great fool)? Anyway, before leaving him I did 
recommend that he borrow my book from his university library and he took 
a note of it. He probably will, too, since he will not have to pay for 
it. 
At dusk I asked if I could pray in the house temple, as I leave Bali 
early tomorrow morning. Afterwards I went to the Puri Saren to say 
goodbye and was delighted to see Gung Sri very happy and trotting in and 
out of the kitchen chatting with everyone. I was asked back to dinner at 
6:30 p.m. iIDd so dashed back to change. When I went back, Edmond and 
Martin, the two young men who have a house above Campuan, were on one 
side of the front verandah and about fifteen or more Balinese men were 
sitting in a circle on the other I was so touched to see that my 
wedding gift painting had heen [lut there with two new bec'1utiful portraits 
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of Agung, which are also wedding gifts. It was so pleasing to me that 
they had opened my gift so soon and displayed it. All the family were in 
the back courtyard, and Tj. Putra flitted from group to group but settled 
with us to explain the Balinese calendar and to read his horoscope and 
character, which was all very true, I must say. He told us that the 
Barong Nandini group from a nearby village had been cancelled because the 
leader of the gamelan had asked to be paid for the performance. Tj. 
Putra said that he was willing to pay, but that he felt it was not right 
to do so on an occasion like this. Either they dance for the wedding as 
a gift, or as the gift of a friend, or not at all. 
We ate dinner on the back verandah, just all the family t Tj. Putra 
and Gung Sri, Oka, Cde, and Atun and her children, and all the wives of 
Agung, and also Gusti Biang and her daughter, Gung Alit, from my 
courtyard, and Gung Ti from Purl Sarenkauh. It was nice to have all 
these young people together in such an informal group. There were also a 
couple of Balinese men whom I did not recognize, and Edmond and Martin. 
During dinner they showed a movie of Agung t s cremation made by a German 
group. It was beautifully photographed and I had never seen it before. 
All the young people sat on the floor watching and the rest of us were on 
chairs. 
We left soon after dinner. 1 was saying goodbye to Gung Sri outside 
Agungts room, where all his things are, the portrait, lots of photos, his 
bed and sandals and toothbrush, when she asked, ''Would you like to pay 
your respects to Grandfather?" I was delighted, as I love to go into his 
room and it felt right to say goodbye to him and thank him for all he has 
done for me. 
I left the puri by the front gateway and found everyone sitting in 
the wantilan opposite waiting for the wayang kulit to begin. I watched 
for a while and finally tottered home at about 12:30 and slept till 3:30 
a.m. People were stirring. Gusti Putu Taman gave me hot water to wash 
in and cooked two fried eggs for my breakfast. Gung Niang and all the 
boys were up to see me off. Berata was waiting with the car and we drove 
silently in the early dawn to the airport. 
In the plane all t.he way to Hawaii, and for three days after, the 
music of the Baris Lelampahan throbbed through my head and bright images 
of Bali were constantly wit.h me, but they fade, which is exactly the 
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The Royal Wedding 
"Mekerab." That is the right word for the wedding ceremony which had 
been held in the palace of Ubud on the 28th of October 1983. It was the 
wedding of the high caste family, and it was called "Mekerab" because the 
complete ceremonies held for it fulfilled the conditions written in the 
Balinese palm-leaf books, "Lontar." For the ordinary people, a wedding 
is called "Nganten" or simply ''Mesakapan." However, in the rodern age 
today, when people need solely seven hours to fly from Sydney to Bali, 
and to talk to your relatives in Helsinki or New York nowadays you should 
only dial a combination of numbers in the telephone office in Denpasar, a 
"Mekerab" sounds too fantastic for foreigners, especially those who never 
been to Bali to stay for a quite a long period of time. 
In this special 12-page issue NAPI ORTI presents, in words and 
pictures, a complete report about the ceremony and its background. The 
Editor hereby would like to highly appreciate Tjokorda Gde Agung Suyasa 
(the Traditional Chief of Village of Ubud) , and Tjokorda Gde Putra 
Sukawati (the bridegroom), and Tjokorda Istra Sri Tjandrawati (the 
bride), and also, Pak T~npo, Pak Geten, and many other villagers in Ubud, 
particularly Wayan Geranyam (the community leader of Sambahan) and \"ayan 
Suwetja (the conmunity leader of Ubud KlOO), for 
information, and their invaluable help. 
their assistance, 
The Fifth Generation 
In the beginning of the world discovery the Supreme God created two 
antagonistic powers called Purusa. and Pradana, the Male and the Female 
powers, the Sun and the Earth, or the serpent Antabogha and the serpent 
Basuki. He and she were inseminated to produce human beings, land 
animals, fish, birds, trunked trees, and grass (Wong, Sato, Mina, Manuk, 
Taru, and Buku). They were put together on the earth to multiply 
themselves. 
When it was always dark at night, the Supreme God created seven 
moons. One of them fell down on to the earth by accident. Of course 
it's continuous day and night illumination made everybody feel happy 
except the thieves. These wrong-doers could not steal anything when the 
nights were bright as the days. One of the thieves therefore 
extinguished the light by urinating upon the fallen moon. That moon was 
transformed onto a big solid bronze drum shaped like a sand glass of 186 
em (6 ft. 2 inch) long and 1~) em (5 ft. 3 inch) in diameter. The 
Balinese who just found it by accident believed that it was a sacred 
relic created by the deities themselves. They called the kettle gong 
Bulan Pejeng, the moon from the village of Pejeng, and it today rests on 
a 3 meter (9 ft. 6 inch) high shrine at the inner yard of the Hall of the 
Moon, the temple of Penat.aran Sasih. 
This temple is famous amongst visitors, no rlifferent from the huge 
tombs, Gunung Kawi, wrlich are located about 1f) krn to the north of 
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Pejeng. Tn this ancient relic you can find the row of tombs on the left 
bank of Pekerisan River, and the uppermost one is dedicated to King 
Udayana, who ruled Bali from 988 until 1011. Tt was during his 
leadership when Goa Gajah (the Elephant Cave without any elephant) was 
carved. 
Udayana's eldest son was Airlangga, but this prince, instead of 
remaining in Bali, went to Java and devoted his life to his mother's 
Javanese ancestors. He inherited the East Javanese Mataram throne from 
his uncle and ruled the kingdom. When Airlangga was a ruling king, there 
was a widow (a Randa or a Rangda) by the name of Ni Tjalonarang, and 
since she Iived in the village called Dirah she was also known as 
Rangdeng Dirah (the widow from Dirah). She had a very beautiful 
daughter, Ratna Menggali, but she had difficulties to find a husband, for 
everyone knew that her mother was a widow witch. Very often the Rangda 
practiced her magical power, causing sickness and fear amongst the 
villagers. She mercilessly killed the boy she disliked, and for the sake 
of her beliefs she dared to kill babies in order to strengthen her black 
power. This was heard by king Airlangga. He called on a priest, Fmpu 
Bharadah was his name, and the king ordered the old man to clear up the 
mess. 
Tn the story above the priest could only defeat the Rangda after he 
ordered his son, Bahula, to marry Ratna Menggalli and stole the magic 
spell written on a piece of palm leaf. But important for us now is not 
the story. It is Ernpu Baradah, who had two sons, Siwa Gandu and Bahula. 
In the genealogical-story book written by Sri Rshi Ananda Kusuma it 
is said that Babula's oldest son was Empu Tantular, who had four 
children, the eldest of whom was Mpu Sidimantra. Sidimantra's fourth son 
was Mpu Kepakisan. This man was sent to Bali during the 14th century to 
rule the island. His son, Som3 Kepakisan, had four children, but only 
the fourth inherited the throne. He was Dalem Ktut, who handed down the 
authority to his third son, Ktut Ngelesir. He was known by his title, 
Sri Smara Kepakisan (1380-14&». His only son, who inherited the crown, 
was known to be Waturenggong, the king with 200 wives; his grandson, to 
whom Waturenggong handed down the throne, was Dalem Seganing (1550-1665) 
who had at least 17 ellildren. This king chose his second son, Dalem Di 
Made, to take over the authority, but unfortunately a warrior revolted 
against him in 1686 and when his guards took him away to Bangli he died 
in a village called Gu liang. 
The rebels ruled l£lgel from 1686 until the late king's son Dewa 
Agung Jambe attacked them back in 1705. They ran away to the west part 
of the island. Jambe wore the crown, but he did not want to live in the 
old quarter, instead he built a new palace in Klungkung and moved the 
capital of the kingdom from Gelgel to Klungkung in 1710. 
The second son of Dewa Agung Jambe was appointed to rule an enclave 
in Sukawati (about. 12 km to t.he south of Ubud, on the way to Denpasar), 
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and was titled Ida I Dewa Agung Anom Sukawati. This is the beginning of 
the Sukawati clan. The second generation was Tjokorda Gde Sukawati who 
moved to Ubud, for he was appointed a Punggawa (Minister) in charge of 
the Financial and State-Defense Affairs of the vassaldom of Peliatan. 
The third generation was Tjokorda Gde Raka, and the fourth was Tjokorda 
Gde Agung Sukawati, the founder of Museum Puri Lukisan Ubud and the State 
President of the FBst Indonesia when the country was a States Republic. 
The fifth generation of Sukawati clan is Tjokorda Gde Putra Sukawati, 
the bridegroom who married Tjokorda Istri Sri Tjamdrawati on the 28th of 
October 1983. 
He Did Not Know 
"I don I t know," that was all he answered when NAPI ORTI asked the 
bridegroom about his feeling. He probably just did not know how to 
express it. 
As the bride and the bridegroom were born in the same quarters and 
were grown up in the same village--although in two different parts of the 
palace--they know each other quite well. They went to the same 
elementary school, and the same junior high school, and the same senior 
high school, but the Catholic system at the schools where they were 
studying separated girls from boys. 
"I knew tha.t we were at the same school and the same grade, but we never 
talked to each other. He was too shy," the bride said. 
"She was fragile like an egg shell," the bridegroom said in the 
separate interview. "I could only see from a far distance. I knew she 
was my cousin, but we never got a chance to converse." 
"Did not talk to each other" went on until Putra was ordered by his 
mother to visit a relative in Surabaya for a family occasion. He took a 
night bus, and he found out that Sri was in the same to go to the same 
address for the same purpose. However, his shyness of talking to the 
beautiful cousin was much stronger than his fear of facing the family 
indignation, until they reached the address and were seen of their being 
together so that he should G'ilk. That was the beginning of their 
personal relationship. "It was the first time I thought that she was 
attractive," Putra added. 
But from the bride side it seemed difficult to collect some personal 
opinions. She just smiled and blushed when the question went too far. 
That she was engaged to Putra. she knew very well because what their 
parents did was simply the offlcial follow up of what they both had 
talked and agreed. 
When Putra was graduated from the nLgh school he went to Europe for a 
long holiday. It was when he sL:ly{~d far away from his other half the 
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loneliness began to creep. He wrote a letter to he parents. "Dad and 
Mom. I like my cousin very much and I think I would like to marry her 
and bla ... bla...bla." 
The parent went to see the girl only to find that the answer was 
'yes.' On the 23rd of July 1977, when their son was still in Europe, 
Tjokorda Gde Agung Sukawati and his wife officially proposed to Tjokorda 
Istri Sri Tjandrawati for their son Tjokorda Gde Putra Sukawati. The 
proposal was accepted without a problem. Traditionally, the girl should 
be taken by the proposers home on the date when their proposal was 
accepted. But in this case the bride was abroad, and both of them were 
not ready yet to begin with a marriage 
"It was allowed by the traditi.onal rule that the girl is left at her 
parents' compound," Tjokorda Agung Suyasa explained in a separate 
interview. Until the wedding day. But soon after she was engaged, she 
becomes part of the bridegroom's family, therefore it was the duty of 
Putra's family to take care of her. They should be responsible for her 
expenses and living cost. Clothing and whatever she needed, even though 
she was at her own parents' !louse, was paid by her fiancee. "It was a 
must." 
The wedding day was decided by a Brahman priest Pedanda, Putra's 
parents accompanied by his uncles and the close relatives, went to see a 
Pedanda priest and asked him about the best wedding day. In this case, 
of course, the Pedanda listened to the parents' ideas about the bride and 
the bridegroom, about their study, about their readiness to marry, and 
after the approximate year had been mentioned the Pedanda took his Lontar 
palm-leaves book to calculate the horoscope and predictions. 
Less than a year after the proposal God took Putra' s father back to 
the origin. lIe was crenated together with his best friend's ash. The 
IIIr'Jrr lage should be delayed. Before they hc'1d decided the fixed wedding 
day, Tjokorda Raka Sudhars;ma. the bride's father died. Again the 
wedding had to be delayed. 
"1 had to begin with my saving again. Too many things should be 
arranged and restored. w11t~n the D-Day was decided two years ago, 1 was 
afraid that my saving wDuld not be enough for the expenses. II 
He saved his money by little from the income he earned from 
his two hotels and ricefields. In the beginning of this year the 
preparation began with his main quarter renovation. 'The house was old, 
and it needed a total restoration without changing its architectural 
design. According to Tjok Sllyasa the palace itself was builtin 1771 by 
the second generation of Sukawatl clan. Originally it consisted of three 
main quarters. The n~irllng palace, which everybody can see now, was 
the main house and called Puri Saren. the Palace where the King sleeps. 
The two other additional quarters were in the hill nearby Qlampuhan river 
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and at an area called Bunutan. They were destroyed in the earthquake of 
1917 and 1927, when Mount Batur erupted, causing quite a number of the 
palace r s residents died. Only Puri Saren was almost undisturbed. 'This 
is why the other two were not renovated after the earthquake, besides 
another reason that too rTlc"iOy people died there. 
The Party for Everybody 
Wednesday, 28th October 1983. 
The egg of dawn was just cracked and roosters were still crowing when 
groups of villagers began to cook in community halls; Sambahan, Ubud 
Kaja, Ubud Tengah, Ubud Klod, and Taman. The noisy choppers accompanied 
the GemUng Smaradana sung by one of the peasants decorated the bright 
sunlight and cooling breeze. Nobody went to the field, no cattle was led 
by the master. It w~s the party of everybody; farmers, peasants, 
artists, civil servants, students and their teachers, and even tourists 
who filled almost every vacant room in Ubud and the surrounding 
villages. Some of the visitors woke up very early only to join the 
peasant cooking at one of the public halls. 
The pigs had been cut into pieces on Tuesday afternoon. I saw some 
people came on a truck, bringing with them their gamelan music 
instrument. So early the open truck. They went inside, into the part of 
the palace called Saren Agung, the Great King-Quarters, which should be 
reached through the outer gate, the main gate, and the inner gate. 
Another gamelan orchestra was set by the musicians themselves in the 
inner yard called Senk~nggen. At seven trrrrty they started to play. The 
orchestra in the Saren Agung played the Gambuh arrangement, 
with only a number of long bamboo flutes, some small cymbals, a small 
gong, and several metalophones. The one in the Semanggen yard played the 
Semar Pegulingan arrange~ent, the composition that should be played by 
using cotton-wrapped round strikers instead of the hammer-type knocker. 
When the Bebonangan gong orchestra began to play its dynamic 
arrangements, with the flaps flaps of its drums and the gigantic 
vibrations from its cymbals, I slipped into the main building of Saren 
AgW1g to meet the family. On the prognil11Ue, printed and circulated by 
BINA WISATA Information Board, it was written that the bridegroom would 
pick up the bride at 8:15 N~. but until 9:00 the family and relatives 
were remaining on the porch sitting in the thick red carpet with legs 
folded forming Lotus position. 10e bridegroom was sitting amongst them, 
chatting and talking about the family health and activities. 
At about 9:30 they began to move. The bridegroom walked through the 
inner gate into the Semanggen Yard, and instead of turning right to the 
main gate he took the left footpath towards the east wing Saren KIDlgin 
Betenan. the compound in which the bride and her family lived. The whole 
family and relatives followed h; The gongs were playing, but the 
atmosphere was so calm and quiet that everybody was trying not to talk 
too laud. 
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There was a small house amongst many other small buildings in the 
east wing. one facing the south was the main house where the bride 
was waiting for the bridegroom. The door was closed but not locked. 
Everybody sat on the floor, and at 9:55 AM the bridegroom's uncle, 
Tjokorda Purl Kantor, began officially speaking in the highest Balinese 
language, saying that he, on behalf of the late Tjokorda Gde Agung 
Sukawati and his family, would like to pick up a girl by the name of 
Tjokorda Istri Sri Tjandrawati to llk'lny Tjokorda Gde Putra Sukawati. 
"Well, my dearest cousin," the representative of the bride answered, 
also in the highest Balinese language. He was one of the uncles of the 
bride, who was also the Regent of Gianyar, Tjokorda Raka Dherana. He did 
not mind if the wedding is held. 
Fr~n amongst the bridegroom's followers somebody moved forward, an 
old man of about 60, to sit before the closed door and began to sing. 
The song was a classical Balinese called Smaradhana, the love song, and 
before he finished the first rhyme another singer, who was a woman, began 
to sing the similar song but of the different verses. She was inside the 
room, and nobody could see her. For about a quarter of an hour they sang 
without musical accompaniment, then the door was opened from the inside. 
The bridegroom stood, stepped forward, and into the room he went, to be 
followed by the others. The bride came out, led by the bridegroom, 
covered in a large piece of yellow satin so that people could not see her 
face. Everybody followed the couple, walking slowly back to the 
bridegroom's palace, and before they stepped onto the stairs of the inner 
gate a number of men and women had been waiting for them for another 
ceremony. 
The welcome ceremony W"dS called "Mekalan-kalan, " derived from the 
word "Kala," the Demon of time, and the Evil Spirits of Time ''Bhuta 
Kala." It was to cleanse the couple from any evil spirit who might 
rerlk'1in in their bodies and souls. This short ceremony had been completed 
within less than twen~.y minutes s and the bridegroom continued his walk, 
holding the bride as though he was protecting her from a dangerous 
sitllation, to go into the Saren AgWlg main building. 
Leaving the room several moments rest, which traditionally was 
the chc:lnce offered by the whole famHy to the couple to "know" each other 
in an intimate abnospherc, both the bridegroom and the bride appeared 
again to receive blessing in a ceremony consisted of several other parts 
of the Mekalan-Kalan. A Pemangku priest sprinkled holy water on the 
palms, forehead, and hair the couple in order to purify them. They 
should "Mubuh'l together (cooking some rice in an earthen container, 
selling and buying goods as if they were in a market, and cutting a white 
string to symbolize that they had decided to live together 
independently). But the most humorous act was the part when the bride 
held a piece of pleated coconut leaves looked like a mat, while the 
bridegroom held a his to thrust the mat through. Laughter broke out, 
somebody launched an almost pornographic word only to be responded by 
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another word. "Make it bigger, young man." 
lala, it's so big!" and the bride blushed red. 
"Come on! Do it again." "0 
Wednesday Evening. 
In his own room, one of a couple of rooms in the main building, the 
bridegroom was dressed by his own uncle. It was just 2 PM, the sun was 
getting hot again after the rain dropped for almost an hour between 12:30 
and 1:30. The electric in the room looked too tired to cool the air 
down. The Bebonangan orchestra had begun again in the outer yard Ancak 
Saji. 1be bridegroom was busy, trying to make his own belly smaller by 
means of a three meter long waistband. His sarong had been replaced by a 
gold-painted Endek cloth, his headdress was gold-embroidered purple, and 
his gold-embroidered black jacket was cut high in its back to allow the 
kris to settle on his back. The headdress and cloth was made by a 
well-known weaver from Klungklung, and the jacket was an exclusive order 
by a ~~lace tailor in Java who used to design the suites for numerous 
royal families and the Susuhunan of 
Again the written programme was not exactly fulfilled. One by one 
the came to fill the inner yard, the Semanggen yard, and the west 
wing. The Governor of Bali was sitti.ng on a big chair under the roof of 
the west building. Almost two thousand invited guests attended the 
cer~DOny, not including the villagers and tourists who filled the outer 
yard and along the road between the palace and the family temple. Six 
cooks were busy preparing the dinner for two thousand guests. The main 
kitchen was full of many members of the women clubs from the surrounding 
cormnunities. 
At 3:00 the bride and bridegroom left their room. Wearing gold 
leaves--and--flowers crown the bride looked like an angel in the children 
story-book. Her kebaya shirt \Vas purple, and her sarong was that of the 
finest woven cloth. Before they reach the main-house stairs two couples 
of men were ready to shoulder then. '01ey were taken to the open building 
in the middle of the inner yard, on which large table the Pedanda priest 
had been ready with his fragrant incense, holy water, and spread 
offerings. He had been praying since the bride and bridegroom were in 
their rooms. He then blessed them with flowers, offerings, incense, and 
holy water. It took at least a half of an hour before the couple were 
allowed to go to the fan>ily shri.nes Pemrajan Agung. They should be 
shouldered by men again, and 1.n the outer yard two palanquins had been 
ready to take them through the outer on to the main road and up the 
family shrines. The procession \,as led by two rows of traditional 
warriors with their flags, spears, fll1d !<..rises. Two huge umbrellas 
shading the bride and bridegroom, and the Bonangan orchestra accompanied 
the procession with their glamourous play. 
When tile sun was slipping down behind the coconut trees, and from a 
distance the ]3()Oangan vtbrated tIc:! . r 'rl [tIl their music, the whole family 
were praying devotionally sitt i.ng on the and meditaUng in the 
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open. Everything VdS so intense, sacred, and religious. Everybody were 
sitting, or squatting, or standing quiet, except some tourists and TV 
crews who impolitely climbed the higher ground only to take a better 
position for their cameras. They were giggling and joking when the royal 
family were praying. The blue uniformed TV crews did not even put a 
scarf on their waist, let alone traditional Balinese costume, and two of 
them wore blue jeans and spoke Balinese fluently. 
Coming back from the family shrines the bride and bridegroom were 
blessed again by the Pedanda priest before they were allowed to have 
dinner together with the guests. And after dinner, at 7:00, one by one 
the guests were given chances to congratulate the just-married couple. 
It took almost one and a half hour for them to receive the 
congratulation, during which the Topeng Wall dance was played in the 
outer yard to be followed by the Baris lelampahan, an almost forgotten 
dance performing Arjuna Wiwaha story taken from an episode of Mahabharata 
epic. 
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